l woODS' HOTEL,

r

WITHIN FURNIVAL'S INN, HOLBORN, LONUON, W.C.
(1entlrmtn·-. Coff't>e nooru.

Ladles' Dnrn In~ Room.

Smok.tn~ noom.

Rt>adl ng Room.

tadies' Cofff"(' Room.

Pr h ate Sitting Rooms antl IJNlroorns communlrntlng.

THP: Hotel hai:: been rcccntlv enlarged, thus adding to the number of !-leeping apartmeng. providing
Nl-;\\' SPACIOUS LADilcS' COFFEE and DRAWING ROOMS. and also a NL\\' WELL
Vl!NTILAT!-.D S~IOKING ROO~I. The retired and secluded situation of t he house offers
special ad,.-;intagci; to vii,itors seeking repo:;e and home comforts, for which it has a well-known
reputation.
THE HOUSE DINNER is served dally from 5 until 8 o'clock.
H',J.fint Brtakfasts b Private Dinners strolll iu high-class stylt. Aftnu & Terms on application.
All communicat1ons and enquiri,
TELEl'Ho-.c 2,X,

Ii

for Apartments should be addressed lo the Proprietor,
J O ~ N W~A.LEY.

TELEUAl'HIC AODRE&S-"WOODtlDON, LONDON."

BOWRING, ARU~DEL & Co.,
jlaiml, jltilitar11 anh Qtolonial @utfttttr.s,

SHIRT MAKERS,
--AND-

Manufacturers of Underclothing suitable for all climates.
II

&

I 2, FEN CHURCH

STREET,

LONDON, E.C.
A Complete Outfit to any part of 1/ze world executed at a few
hours' notice.
Sole Manufacturers of the Registered " Combination" Pack Saddle,
Boxes and Bedstead.

Useful to Milita1y Officers, ExplorcYs, Travellers and Sportsmen visiting
countries where the means of transport are by ponies or mules.

Orders from Abroad receive most careful attention, and are executed at
moderate prices.

ROBEY & CO.,
tw

......_

Globe Works,

LINCOLN.

Improved Barrow Lift or Hoisting
Engine.
N.D.- Illu.ai:ra.1:ed

ca,C.alog.._.e, P o s t F R E E on. appJ.l.ca.t;lon.._ _ _ _ _ _ __

J
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JO H N S P E N C E R ,

GLOBE TUBE WORKS, WEDNESBURY.
COLD MEDAL,

SYDNEY, 18..0.

IIHBUUR NE, 1811,

B~a.: n..che as

e, E.C.
LOlfDON- 14, Great St. Thoma s Apostl
BIRMI NGHA ll- 141, Steelh ouse La ne.

S. SPENC ER. Ai:rnts.
LIYER P00L- 10, Dalo Street .

J. E. &

" "TUBES WEDNESBURY."
Td~ra.plt lc AddrH•ca 1 "TUBES LONDON,

A IC Cod• •Nd.

MAISUF ACTUR ER OF

PATENT WELDED TU BE S ,
Gafoa11iztd, or Wltitt E11a111tlltd illsidt.
And Filling s, for Gas, Stram a•d IValtr,

·= · - ~ ~ ; e . . ..-1-
trr. .~ i\ii"Oi;ti ~=fd?
fi ! ~~
.:l.o.fl

+ r.

QKu

un,-,(»,4 1111

HOT-WATER TUBES, CORE BARS,
HYDRAULIC 4 HIGH-PRESSURE TUBES, PERKINS'
ories,
Access
and
POLES
TELEGRAPH

es, Syphons, &c.
BOILER TUBES and Fittings, Pressure Gaug

Length,
COILS up to 500 feet inRr/rigtra
ti"t:·
With )UI jol11ts/or Htafo•g , ~upuhta ting, and

PIPES,
BlfASS AND COPPER TUBES, CAST IRON
IRON AND BRASS COCKS, VAU'E8, Ac.,
NUTS, SPIKES, RIVETS AND SCREWS.
CAST AND WROUGHT IRON TANKS. &.c., BOLTS,

Bor ing &

A:rt ;esia .n We ll Tub es &

Iron Tubes for
Water Supply,
Compressed Air,
lining purposes.

And IVrougl tt I,o,,
Rivttlc d Tubes lo
5ft. diamtlt r.
TUBES COllTED BY
Dr. A. S•ITH' S
SOLUT ION POK
PREYENTIIIO RUST.
LISTS

Too ls,

AHO ALL

AND

PRICES

ON

APPLICATION.

iii

(u~h~itlgt 'lpells-~4t
~

I

T

$va.

HIS beautiful Mansion, capable of accommodating 150
Visitors, and surrounded by 65 acres of Pleasure Grounds,

is universally acknowledged to be one of the most charming
resorts in the South of England.
Added to perfect home comforts a re Baths of every descrip
tion, including German, Turkish, Electric and Swimming; also
T ennis Courts-both cement a nd turf.

- -~---
For TERMS, which are very moderate, apply to the
SECRETARY.
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HOW TO PREVENT SEA-SICKNESS.
COCA INE LOZE NGES . (Lorimer' s).

ls. l~d. each.

In Tin Boxes for the Pocket

We confidently recommend them ns being nn absolute cure for, and preventative of
should not thoroughly enjoy
SEA S10K!<ES~; thero is no reason now why tho most timid
the tossing of the billows like true Britons.
These Lozenges were first prepared by l\Ir. Lorimer, the author, for his own
experiment during II voyage to and from Americn, in June, 1886. He had nover previously
been afloat without being sick, ovon on the Thames.
'fhe result of the experiment was that he was afloat 22 days in all weathers, and was
pre
never sick once or missed 11, single meal. Every time the premonitory symptoms
sented themselves, ho took from one to six Lozenges, according to tho state of the weather,
after
unpleasant
any
without
and
and they wore in every cnso perfectly efficacious,
effect: they have since been u,ed with oqunlly good results in many other cases; there,
not
fore Mr. Lorimer advises all timid sailors to take his Cocaine Lozenges. If they do
act as represented, money will be refunded on application.
we
but
sickness,
of
form
COCAIXE LOZEXGE S will probably cure every other
from
have not yet had opportunities of testing them, and shall be grateful for reports
those who may try them.
following Letter Is representa tive of those r eaching us dally:

The
112..i April. 1887.
hu ahra11 been UI; I ur,94 hw
A lady friencl of mine b.u had oeoaaaon to Cl'08I \be Irish Se& •e.eral &imea. andtime
thoroqbl7 enJ01td-. reauli
la..-it Wt11•lc, wu ror tbetlni
to gin your Loumge11 & fair trial, and h•·r TOyagt, Ml?ON,
11
OEOR GN bTABLg~,
which 1be attribute11 aolely to their u.e.
"8, Oale Ylilu, B&rTOWl&te, 2, .Ubion Pl&ot, LMda.."
the Uftf'POOl Cbemitt.l' Auodatloa,
Kr. B. ll. StTKna (P"°""4«11.tke l Jov.mai. 1885, p. 718), •t • l18f"li.D.I of
ba.t YOUND TRS
own e:speri.eoce of Oocai.ne in 'f'arioua tonna, none of wbicb wen quite 1au.t..ctor,,
gaff
0

hill
LOZENOES EVEBYTHINO THAT COULD BE D~SIHED
0
11 0

Tti:;·:o~ ~ d· ~;::
i 1:!~l:'ra~ ~!!!i ro·::i:r:~~~"tb!:::~·!!~~~ -:;~r:1!..,~:l;~
;u~8:'M'e~/
him ou hi• ta.-\. Therefore, I NJ,
U tbl patleot. liel down and ii torla.n&te, be ma1 not be W, but. Cocaine will put.
.;;:.

"J . L.•
ta particular-a 1irl of
LoMd, NoNmber, lsaG, p. '51, MCOrd• NTeral cuet. in all of which it. wu neotllluJ-one
18 had been 1e1,-1lck 24 houN, and tried Cocaine, with u a tmly m11;;iel'\l effort.''

"7 Ooca!De.

COCA JELL Y \ Hoffman's Patent).
IN BOTTLES, 1/·

,t 2/·

EACB,

FOR SICKNE SS AND NERVO US

Ex.HA.U STION.

This is a pure Calves' Feet Jelly, containing all the properties of the Coca leaf. It i most
pleasant and palatable, and for Invalids, Convalescents, Singcn, Public Speaken, and e ,1,ecially
its food replacing power, it is equal to" Coca Wine."
in at
Many cases have boon reported to the Proprietors in which it has been most successful
ed quotations
once allaying the distre,,eing sym11toms of abo,·e alleetious, and the undermention
impossible
is
ii
where
cases
any
in
food,
of
place
the
supplying
in
usefulness
will dcmonstrste its
to take it, from sea sickness or any other causes.

h ls e'f'ident. that. we po,.,esa an
Dr. AtJSTlN, ln t.he Pradtuonu, ot October, 1800, UJ11 t.hAt. ln Coca Eryt.hrol}'lon,
•rP"Anl likely, that. arlcria-1 knsioo I.I
unoommonl1 powerful n<'"Oua atimul&nt, and if lt la .-tahli.J:t.rd a.'I a fM""t, ._"
1
1

:~f!i!~':~4:r.i';:
:f.i,'f,~~::i:.':1:e4:::u'°ti!::~:e:!J-;1!/'
:~:in~~!~t:tiJ~~;!r~:J!
.~t1oe:!~tn
~iliDr.
t.h•
dro,nin~
"-tla\.el that." Coca" increa!MII en6f'{CJ,
ARc:mB.il.O tiMITJl-6' PERO .u IT
18

retDOTN

f'DliTen.S

waut. of food, IO a 1urprh1lng degr(.'(",
1pirit.s. r.nd mAkM Lb,, OOlllWJl(!r \.o bear cold, we', great bodil1 ucrUon, &nd enn

with . . . and i.mpUD.il f,
Tonic, !rlTlng unmu.&1 pow~rs of
Lor.I.me r'• Coca. Wln.e 11 a powerful Mmcular and Ne-"e
~placing 110wu, and hu bf.come
endurance in both m~nulII !lnd physical labour; it h1 al..o rt•m"-rbble for ha food
sob,,tltuW!. Bot.UH 4/ · MC.h,
wbolNOmc
moat
a
ii
it.
which
of
(·llht·r
"-for
Sherry
"
or
Por1."
aa
known
well
u
•lmoll.

Sold by all respectabls Chemists, or sent direct by the Sole Proprietors and Maker,:

LORIMER & Co., Britannia Row, London, N.

V

CLARKEJ NICKOLLS &COOMBS, Ltd.,
m~olr11alc m1lJ ~xport £,a,muf,1cturi11g eto11frctio11n11,
-

0

MANUFACTURERS OP 

s

The 11.ucce<i:11 ofthe :riitc.''-S,e Prtu an,I A naly$l'J Opl,uon. " I find that the Jellies arc made of perfectly pure
~nd w_hc,11· nmc i:ii,:rcdicnh, the umc which would be used in cood households, the nutritious properties
of whu.:h arc well l.:nown,"---<S1gnt,t1 OTTO HEHN ER, The Laboratory, LJdlitu Squart, E ,C,
Atsoned Fla Yon-CALF'S FOOT, LEIION, ORANGE, PINE APPLE,
-C,\ ~
NOYEAU, RASPBERRY, lie.
i ,}\

"GI
AB~\
,Q
gilldJ~

Eightu11 ki•ds i11 /lal[-pint, Pi11t,
a,1d Quart Packets.

=

·, i

d)  ~

THE BEST,
STRONGEST, PUREST,
BRIGHTEST & MOST NUTRITIOUS,
AT
PRICES
BRINGING
THESE
HITHERTO
LUX URIOUS DELICACIES WITHIN THE REACH OF EVERYBODY.

R1.~1- 0
r 'L
,
V

r{'

E1( Ll~Qi ·
1\ , l\dJ ~ 

1'..i\(""',I
~
V
0- · -

£. -- ·

tl\~'ij\\\_l
Vf\10\ifi-

S/"i,lly p"p,,d to J,1/y "'''" "" ddiffll•

\'1\~
A Summer

L 11x11ry and D elicacy made

procurable throughout the whole year.

\f
\f f\{\\.1UUf'fl'lo1'i°Rl

In th ese Branches of Confectionery w e a r e the Leading
House In the Trade, having dealings
over

the wh ole world.

l J. fl'l}
{'U {\l' ~ lJ.t\. l. D
\Jll\j\J\J

&

C

\.1 l \j\11.' r i:M 1.1.
~ ~l.'
Our assort111e11t is

most extensive a11d daily befog
added lo by f resli Novelties, entirely ottr own.

Cokernut Goods, Chocolates, Fonda;1t;~d't.°d:~ ½d., and ld. Fancy Goods.
- - -= y= -- 
GOLD MEDAL, AMSTERDAM, 1883.
HIGHEST AWARD, HEALTH EXHIBl'l'ION, 1884.
LI STS ANO QUOTA TIONS SPECIALLY MAILEO TO ALL ENQUIRERS.

HACKNEY WICK WORKS, LONDON, N.E.
Telcat ~aphlo

Addrc11a-ucoo1Y.1.::e:s, LONDON."

'------- - -- - - - - -- - 
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APPOINT111IENT.

Manufacturers to

HIS MAJESTY THE

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

KING OF THE BELGIANS, Etc.

Paris Exhibition, 1878.-" THE CRAND PRIZE" (Special Gold liedal and Diploma of H onuur).
Higbost DisUnc\ion tho E1hibitioo. oould confer, and tho only 1' Grand Prize ,, given to U1e Di,icuit 'frade.

The

International Health Exhibition, London, 1884.- C0LD MEDAL AWARDED.
T;,e Highui Award, gh,en/ur Diu"it, to any Englt.,h Huuu Juu:e bee11, madt to Huntley &: Palmeri u/or Ezcdlenct
of Qualtiv" at au tJw: ~ading International E.dihitio,a...

HUNTLEY & PALMERS
BISCUIT MANUFACTURERS,
RE.A.DING and LONDON.
HUNTLEY & PALMERS manufacture Biscuits and Cakes of every variety,
plain and sweet, which from their fine keeping qualities are suitable for Exportation
to a.II Climates. They a.re packed in patent air-tight soldered Tius, to open without
cutting the Tin, containing l lb. and upwards; also in Casks and Boxes, to meet
the convenience of the Trade and Shippers.

.

•
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ILFRACOMBE

HOTEL.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL YISITORS desirous of seeing with comfort all the beauties
of Coast and Inland Scenery which North Devon affords, will find that tho natural centre to be
chosen is THE ILFR.A.COMBE HOTEL. 250 Apartments. Handsome
Public Rooms. Ornamental Grounds 0£ 5 acres, extending to the Sea. Eight Lawn Tennis
Courts. Large Swimming Bath. Private Baths. l•'ull descriptive 1'arijj' of MANAGER,
rl.f:1.•a.corn.be,

No:a:-C:h

D e von..

1'

Vil

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & Go.'s Publications.
Popular Works o f

How I found Livingstone.

By H. ~L

Travel and Adven1.ure .

STASL&v.

Ill trations •ud ~h.p1. Crown Svo. 7s, 6.1.
Th rough the Dark C~ntlnen t . By H. M. STA:iLltY.
'.\·."· ~rcus lll1htrat 1on5, Crown Svo, 1:z.s. 6.1.
1 Th ro ugh llasal Land.
By J onp11 1Howsos.
!'Ii
r u llh: ,tration• Crown Svo. ;s. G,I
To the Afr ican Lakes and _Ba ck, By J osH11 T 110,,,.
• '"·

Sumerous Jlh ,trallon!<-, Crown l:h-·o.

The Great Lon e Land.

By Colonel W. F .
C.H. Jllu!'>trateJ. Cruwn 8\'0, 7s. 6,..1.
T he W ild Nort h Land. Dy C olvncl \ V . F .
C.B. Ill tu.ted. Cn,wn Svo. ;s. 6d.

71. 6,.I.

Bi.;TU.M,
BVTLf. R,

Turban • and Tall , : o r Sketches t n the Unro ma.,, ~
tic East.. By /\ J. B,01Poao, M.A. Crvwn i:)\v.,
doth. ~s. 6,.I.
A ..rie!t. of l. iterary Cabinets, showinn: life and
char.u;ter in Ind ia and China."· ..Ch,.lshan JVo,.l,t.

SEA

STORIES

I

BY

The Threshold o r tho Unknown Region. By C. R.
M ARXltA~ . Illu~trat ed. JOS. 6d.
Cruise or the Challen ger. By W . J. J. SP RY, R.N.
Ill ustrated. jS, 6.1.
Bur ~.;,i~r~,t:~n i!!~~~back th rou~h Asia. Min or,'
Schwelnfurth s' ' Heart or Africa .' Illustrated. 2
vols. 15s.
Marshall'• 1 Through Am er ica.' Illustrated. 7s. 6d,
The Cruise or t he Fa lco n : a Voyage in a 20-ton
Yacht . By E . F . K N IGH T. Numerous Illustrati ons.
Crown Svo. 7s. 6,.l ,
The Queen'• Highway fr om Ocean t o Ocean. By
STUART
CU M BERLAND.
Numerous lllustrat ions.
Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

W.

CLARK

I

RUSSELL.

NE\V and CH E APER EDITION, in uniform crown Svo. Vo lumes, half-leather, 3s. Gd . each.
A SEA QUEEN.
The LADY MAUD.
MY WATCH BELOW .

JACK'S COURTSHI P.
The WRECK oCt be GROSVENOR.
A ST RANGE VOYAGE.
LI TTLE LOO.
A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART. '
JOHN HOLDSW ORTH : CbieCMate.
"Tha t richl}'·&iftcd chronicler ~ f the ~Ca_t waters, Mr. W. Clark Russc11, whose knowledge, ima~ination , and graphic

power, ea1.:h bc·mg exce lJent of it:. ~and, unite

in

a marine &t}'IC which has no modern para llcl."-Daily Teleg ,.aph,

31.ontlon: SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIVINGTON, Limited,
ST. DUSSTAN 'S H OUSE, F ETT ER LA:SE, FLE E T ST REET, E .C.

CHEAP

RETURN

TICKETS

ARE I SS UED BY T HE

~titnt iLint ~ttamtrs,
FR01\II

LONDON to GIBRALTAR, NAPLES, PORT SAID, ISMAILIA,
and SUEZ direct, and through Tickets, including Railway Fa.re,
from ISMAILIA to CAIRO and ALEXANDRIA.

Fortnightly Sailings-Outwards and Homewards.
~111111grrn

F. GREEN & Co.,
} Fenchurch Avenue,
1 ANDERSON, ANDERSON & Co.,
LONDON, E.C.

viii

fREAN

I

~~'D

~)/

~

~

LONDON.

~tscuit ~anufacturtrs

FOR HOJY.r::E

AND

EXP O RTAT ION.

-<3:£ > < 3 ' ~ ~ ~ £ > « , x o / ~:<3'~'.l' ~;e,<3:,><3;,:;,-.,;., '.£>~ ;,><3;1,<3;e>;i;.,-.,.~
BY

12

ipitial ~ l!Poirrhmnf

Wrbals nllrnrbib

TO

TO

H.R.H.

P., F. & Co.,

The Prince of Wales

incl udi ng 2 Medals

and

at t he

the Courts of

Internat ional

Belgi um and Italy.

Health Exhibition.

Illustratio,i of P., F. & Co.'s Patent Export Tiu with soft i,z,ier soldered lid, which can be removed
without spoiling lite Tin.

SPECIALLY SUIT.ABLE FOR LONG VOYAGES.

PEEK, FREAN & co., LONDON, manufacture BISCUITS AND CA KES
in hul'ldreds of varieties from carefully selected ingr edi ents.
Attention is called to their speciality, the delicious and wholeso me

OSWEGO BISCUITS
for general use, and particularly recommended for invalids, delicate
persons, and convalescent patients.
Biscr1ils can be packed in, soldered or tmsoldered

BRILLIANTLY

COLORED

ENAMELLED TINS.

I.

I

THESE FINE CHAMPAGNES ARE SUPPLIED AT
MOST FIRST CLASS HOTELS,& ON BOARD THE

STEAMSHIPS OF THE

ORI ENT ANO OTHER

PRINCIPAL LIN ES.

r

V'ibok.,ale Agenldor
GREAT

,e
-1 ,

BRITAIN ,

F1CKUSCoURTENAY&C~LONDON.
ANDFORUNITED STATES,

ANTHONY OECHS ,
NEW

YORK.

WholesaleAgenls for
AU ST R.A LI A

1

PHIPPS TURNBULL~
SYDNEY
ANO

MELBOURNE.

C'!

ORIENT LIN E GUIDE
CHAPTERS FOR TRAVELLERS BY SEA AND BY LA~D
ILLUSTRATED.
THE THIRD EDITION, RE·\\'RITTEN, \\"ITH ~IAPS AND PL.\:SS.

EDITED

F OR

THE

MAXAGERS

OF

THE

LINE

HV

\V. ] . LOFTIE,

B.A., F .S.A.,

AUTHOR OF "A HISTORY OF LONDON," "\\"IXDSOR," "AUTHORISED
GUIDL TO THE TOWER," ETC., ETC.

P R ICE

2/6.

i.onbon :
SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, & RIVINGTON ,
L IMITED,

ST.

DUNSTAN'S

HOUSE,

FETTER

ED\,VARD STANFORD, 26 & 27,
Enl1r,d al Stationers' H all.]

LANE.

COCKSPVR

STREET,

s.w.

[All Rights R m rotd .

l'onb~n:

~!ACLURE & CO.,
Li:Jio~r.iphns a, ,I l'r11d1, 'o 1/tr JfnJt~ly,
TURi<ET PRINTING OFFICES,
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PREFAC E TO THE THIRD EDITIO ~.
n of the first edition of this work
THEManagers commissioned the compositioparticulars
of the route of the Orient

with the desire of placing before the public
Line, and of pointing out, as in a Guide Book, such information as to season,
voyage, and destination , as may prove most useful to the intending passenger.
In this, the third, edition, many improveme nts have, I hope, been made. The
abandonme nt of the Cape route has left room for expanded notices of places hardly
mentioned before. The whole plan of the volume has been changed, and the reader
will find a continuous narrative of a voyage from L ondon to Australia, broken only
by the notes of a journey home from Naples, and by excursions like that to Palestine
or to Grenada; and, when the tropics are reached, by the chapters on interesting
subjects connected with "a life on the ocean wa\'e,"
The character of the book being thus altered, I have been obliged to omit nearly,
if not quite all the contributio ns to the former editions by Sir George Baden Powell,
K.C.M.G. On the other hand the chapters on Naples, the Cities of Italy, and Horne
through Europe, by Mrs. Henry Fawcett, have been greatly enlarged; and l\lr. David
Hannay has furnished a complete account of the great naval \'ictories over whose
an
sites the ship passes on its outward voyage. This, I feel sure, will prove
se\'cral
,·oyage
the
made
has
who
1\1.B.,
Struthers,
as.
J
l\lr.
attractive addition.
on
times in medical charge of steamships of the Orient Line, writes the chapter
Richmond,
13.
\V.
:\Ir.
to
indebted
am
I
Health at Sea, an entirely new contributio n.
A.R.A., for his notes of a journey in Greece; and to Sir Frederic J. Goldsmid, C.B.,
K.C.S.I., for an account of Aden, Socotra, and other places at the mouth of the Red
Sea. General Goldsrnid has kindly added a note on Orrnuz, the ancient city from
which one of the ships takes its name. The Rev. C. H. Middleton- \Vake, 11..\.,
F.L.S., has entirely rewritten the chapter on Natural History, and has expanded that
on
entitled Under the Sea. Mr. J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., has revised his notes
the Latitude and Longitude, and on the methods of reckoning time, which, notwith
standing the abstruse nature of the subject, he has treated with a clearness which
will bring it within the reach of every reader. Commande r Hull, R.N., has placed
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me under great obligation for his contributions-too many to enumerate separately
but particularly for the astronomical chapter, the chapter on seamanship, and
navigation, and weather at sea. Mr. H . E. Watts has revised and enlarged his
account of the Australian Colonies, including Tasmania, New Zealand, and the
most recent additions to English territory in the South Seas. Miss Kate Greenaway
has specially designed a title page for this edition. I have to apologise to some
of these contributors for a few changes which I ha\·e had to make in order to
bring the book up to date. In consequence of such alterations I have thought it
best to remove the initials which, in the first edition, marked certain chapters, as
I wish to be personally responsible for every page.

W.

J.

LOFT!E.

ORI ENT LINE
OF

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS
BETWEEN

LO NDON AND AUST RA LIA.
F. GREEN & CO.
Ma11agers: { ANDl:.RSON, ANDERSON, & CO,

}

Fenchurch Avenue, London, E.C.

For Freight or Passage apply to the latter Firm, or to any of the Agents.
See Page xx~viii.

I NFOR MATI ON FOR PASSENGERS.
N.B.-The following information is published as correct at the time of the issue
of this Guide, but is not to be assumed to be correct at any future date, unless con
firmed by the Managers or any of the Agents of the Line, to whom application
should be made for the full particulars of Fares and Regulations before Booking.
PORTS OF CALL.-The Steamships of the Line call regularly at Plymouth,
Gibraltar, Naples, Port Said, Ismailia (for Cairo) Suez, Albany, Adelaide, Melbourne
and Sydney, and occasionally at Aden and Colombo.
, FARES between England and the Ports of call of the Lme in Australia each
way range from about £ 17 . 17. o upwards in the 3rd class, £30 upwards in the
2nd class, and from about £52. 10. o upwards in the 1st class, according in each
case to the accommodation required.
THROUGH TICKETS are issued to and from all Ports in Austr alia,
Tasmania, and New Zealand; also Single and Tourist Tickets between London or
Australia and Gibraltar, Naples, Port Said, Ismailia (for Cairo) and Suez, and Aden
and Colombo by Steamers calling there, and between all Ports touched at by the
Steamers, except between L ondon and Plymouth.
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First and Second Saloon P assengers between London and Australia have the
option of breaking the journey at any Port of call between Plymouth and Albany, or
vice t·ersa, and resuming it within three months by a later Steamer of the Line
having room.
RETURN TICKETS are issued at reduced rates.
THROUGH TICKETS FOR COLOXIAL PORTS, AT WHICH THE
STEM,IERS OF THE LINE DO NOT CALL.-Passengers booked through
for ports other than those at which the Steamers of the Line call, may remain
on board the Orient Steamer without extra charge until the departure of the first
branch Steamer, should the Orient Steamer remain in port so long; but the Orient
Line will not be answerable for any hotel expenses or railway fares, &c., which may
be incurred. Passengers proceeding by the first Intercolonial Steamer for their desti
nahon can have their baggage transferred free of charge, at owner's risk; but ware
housing charges, if any arc incurred, will be chargeable to the passenger.
BOOKING.-A deposit of half the passage money must be paid at the time of
securing a berth, and the balance at least three days before embarkation. T he
deposit will be forfeited in the event of the Passenger not joining the ship.
The full name, age, occupation, and destination of the Passenger should be
forwarded when application is made for a ticket.
OCTWARD VOYAGE.-TILBURY.-Passengers joining at Tilbury are con
veyed from London, free of charge, on the day of embarkation by Special Train of
the London, T ilbury, and Southend Railway, from Fenchurch Street Station to Til
bury, and thence by Steam Tender to the Steamer.
PLn101,T11.-Passengers are embarked at this port by Steam Tender from Millbay
Pier. Vouchers for travelling at reduced fares from Paddington or Waterloo Stations
to Plymouth arc issued by Messrs. ANDERSON, ANDERSON, & Co., on application.
The Agents at Plymouth are Messrs. J. T. \VRIGHT & Co., Duke of Cornwall Buildings.
NAPLEs.- Passengers can join the Steamer at Naples nine days later than in
London. Railway Tickets from London to Naples can be purchased with the
Steamer Ticket if desired. Fares-£r r . 11 . 6 First Class, and £8. g • o Second Class.
Passengers travelling Overland to Naples are recommended to leave London on the
Friday following the Steamer's departure from Tilbury, by the train leaving Charing
Cross Station at 9.40 a.m., or Victoria Station at rr a.m., reaching Naples at 1.32
p.m., on Sunday. Passengers can embark during the Afternoon. The Mails leave
London at 8.5 p.m. on Friday, and are clue at Naples at 5.55 Monday Morning.
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Passengers can travel through with the Mails by booking places in the Sleeping Car.
The extra charge is £5 . 7 . 8. The Agents at Naples are Hourn & Co., 2, Via
Flavio Gioja.
HOMEWARD VOYAGE.-Steam T enders a re provided for the convenience of
Passengers on the day of Embarkation at Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Albany.
NAPLES.-Passengers deciding to land here should give notice to the Purser of
their intention to do so before leaving Suez.
PLY~!OUTH.-A Steam Tender meets each Steamer on arrival, ·and Railway
Tickets to London at reduced rates are issued to Passengers by the Great Western
Railway Company, and London and South vVestern Railway Company, or these can
be purchased in Australia of the Orient Line Agents at time of securing passage, or
from the Purser on board.
vVhen the number of Passengers landing at Plymouth is sufficiently large, a
Special Train will be put on for the convenience of Passengers to London and
intermediate Stations. Passengers are, therefo're, recommended to give early notice
to the Purser of their intention to land at Plymouth.
BAGGAGE.-First Class Passengers will be allowed 40 cubic feet each adult;
Second Class 20 feet; Third Class 15 feet. Freight will be charged for excess.
Every package must have the Passenger's name and destination distinctly painted,
or otherwise permanently marked on it, with the words" Wanted on the Voyage," or
"Not Wanted on the Voyage ." Boxes for the Cabin should be marked" Cabin,"
and should not exceed 2 feet 8 inches long, 1 foot 6 inches broad, and I foot 2 inches
high. One Package of this size can be taken in the Cabin by each Adult Passenger.
Only the personal effects of the Passenger will be carried as baggage, not merchandise
or other property.
The Companies are not responsible for loss, damage, or detention of baggage.
Passengers should therefore look after its shipment, and its landing on their arrival
at destination.

LETTERS AND TELEGRAM&
Letters to Passengers at ports of call, should be addressed to the care of the
Orient Line Agents at the respective ports-(see page xxxviii). Letters for Naples,
sent in the ordinary course, should be posted in time for the evening despatch
from London on the following Thursday after the Steamer lea\'es London. Letters
and Newspapers posted after that time will only catch the Steamer if Registered
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and posted in time for the Evening despatch from L ondon on the following day
l Friday). Such Registered Letters should be addressed as follows:
R egistered
Jfr. ..........................................................

On board the Orient Line Jlail Pack,:/ ...... .....................
( Care of the Com ,11ander),
Naples.
Parcels should be posted four days earlier.
It 1s recommended that an address be .written on flap of Envelope, noti(ying
the address to which the Letter may be forwarded if it should miss the Steamer.
The transit is sometimes interrupted by snow, &c.
Passengers can. by payment of 20s. at time of booking, have their safe arrival at
port ofdebarkation in Au stralia or~ew Zealand telegraphed to their friends in England.
The full address, both of the Passenger and of the person to whom the arrival is to be
announced, must be registered when booking passage. A ticket will then be given to
the Passenger, which, on arm·al, he will present to the Agent of Rcuter's Telegram
Co., who Wlll despatch the telegram. If the Passenger when thus telegraphing
records his Australian address in the books of Reuters Telei.:ram Company there, the
charge for telegraphing address in any reply which his friends here may send can be
sa,ed.
The cost of Telegrams, including the address, from Naples to Eng land is 47d.
per word, and from Egypt 1s. 10d. per word.

CA U T ION T O PASSE N GERS.- GOODS OF A DANGEROUS
NAT U RE.
Persons concerned in sending or bringmg on board the Steamers any goods
of a dani.:erous or damaging nature incur the penalties imposed by statute, besides
bein~ liable for all damages.
Passem.:ers are specially cautioned against bringing Matches, Cartndges,
Caustic .-\cids, or other dangerous articles in their baggage.

REGULATIONS .
The object of all regulations adopted on board the Steamers is to ensure the
general safety and comfort, and passengers are requested to conform to them,
and to support the authority of the Captam m carrying them out.
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EXPRESS FOR PARCELS AND SMALL PACKAGES ,
Parcels can be conveniently and cheaply forwarded by the Orient L ine. The
fre ight charged ranges from 4d. per lb. upwards, and there are a rrangements for
sending parcels at a lixed rate to cover insurance, and to include delivery to
practically any part of Australia or Great Britain.
Conditions and rates can be obtained from the i\fanagers in L ondon, or from
any of the Agencies.
Contents and Value, also name of Shipper and Consignee, must be deciared
at the time of Booking. A wrong description of contents o r false declaration of
value shall release the Owners of the Steamers from all responsibility in case of
loss, seizure, or detention, and the Goods shall be charged double freight, which
freight shall be paid previous to delivery. [ Sec Caution at foot.]
The Owners reserve to themselves the right of charging by weight, measure
ment, or value, and will not be accountable for any damage arising through
insufficiency of address or packmg.
Jcwellery, \.Vatches, and other valuables must be sealed over tape in counter
sunk holes.
All charges must be paid at time of shipment, for which Parcel Tickets will
be given, specifying particulars of risk. Parcels are to be applied for to the
Agents at the Port of Delivery, and no Package will be delivered to the Consignee
without the production of the Parcel Receipt.
All Parcels and small Packages must be distinctly addressed and marked
"per Orient Express," and are carried subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in the form of Bills of L ading used by the Line.
N.B.-Shippers are specially cautioned against forwarding by the Orient Express
or Orient Late Express any letters or other matter which ought by Law to go
through H.i\l. Post Office only.
Ca11tio11 to Sl,ippers-Goods of a Dn11gcro11s Xnl11rc.-;:,;otice is hereby g-i,·cn,
that the Owners of the Steamers will not receive on board their vessels any Goods of
a dangerous or damaging nature. Shippers will be required to sign a Declaration for
Parcels, Merchandise, Specie, &c. (form of which c,.11 be obtained of the agents), that
the packages they may offer for shipment do not contain liquids, oils, spirits, or any
articles of a dangerous or damaging character; and the attention of shippers and
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passengers is specially directed to the following clauses in the " Merchant Shipping
Act, 1873," relative to articles of this description:
" If any person sends or attempts to send by, or not being the master or owner
" of the vessel carries or attempts to carry in any vessel, British or foreign, any
" dangerous goods: (that is to say) aquafortis, vitriol, naphtha, benzine, gunpowder,
'' lucifer matches, nitro-glycerine, petroleum, or any other goods of a dangerous
" nature, without distinctly marking their nature on the outside of the package con
" taining the same, and giving written notice of the nature of such goods, and the
" name and address of the sender or carrier thereof to the master or owner of the
" vessel at or before the time of sending the same to be shipped or taking the
" same ·on board the \'essel, he shall for every such offence incur a penalty not
" exceeding £100.
" Jf any person knowingly sends or attempts to send by, or carries or attempts
" to carry in any vessel, British or foreign, any dangerous goods or goods of a
" dangerous nature, under a false description, or falsely describes the sender or carrier
" thereof, he shall incur a penalty not exceeding £500.
" The master or owner of any vessel, British or foreign, may refuse to take on
" board any package or parcel which he suspects to contain goods of a dangerous
" natur~, and may require it to be opened to ascertain the fact."
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HEAD

OFFICE
F. GREEN & CO.

LONDON: Fenclmrch A venue, E.C . { ANDERSON, ANDERSON & CO.
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SYDNEY OFFICE : 39, Pitt Street.

(G. SKELTON YUILL, GENERAL MANAGER IN AUSTRALIA.)

MELBOURNE OFFICE : Collins Street West.
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28,

Grenfell Street.

(T. E. PUGH, BRANCH MANAGER.)

(M. G. ANDERSON, BRANCH MANAGER.)
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THE voyage from Naples to Port Said is full of interest.

For about one whole
day we are out of sight of land; but then we are close to the scene of the
famous Battle of the Nile, of which Mr. Hannay has written an account which will
be found further on in this chapter. As we sail out of the Bay of Naples we pass
close to Capri, an island which of late years has become a favourite English winter
resort. The highest point of Capri is 198o feet above the sea. There are two
small villages, Capri and Anacapri, with about 4 1 500 inhabitants. Anacapri is
situated some 800 feet above the sea, and both contain several hotels. There are
Roman remains everywhere, and ruins are pointed out in various parts of the island
as having been villas of the Emperor Tiberius, who is said to have had twelve
palaces here. The famous Blue Grotto is on the northern side, near the landing
place. Capri is about 20 miles from Naples. It is thus described in a sentence
by Linda Villari, in the volume of the English Illustrated Magazine for 1887 : 
" Savage, sea-washed crags wall in a gardenland of softest beauty, and although
so small an island-its circumference barely nine miles, its length four, its width
one and a half-most varied scenery is comprised on its twenty square miles of
soil."
We have recorded the histories of several great English victories, and as we are
about to describe one of the greatest, it is but fair to mention that here in October,
18o8, Murat beat Sir Hudson Lowe, the same general to whose charge a few years
later Napoleon Buonaparte was confided at St. Helena. Colleta, the historian of
Naples gives a detailed account of the taking of Capri, but modestly withholds the
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fact that he was the officer of engineers who showed the way up the almost
inaccessible crag. Lowe surrendered after a fortnight's seige, "and had the mortifi
cation of seeing reinforceme nts arrive just after the treaty was signed."
From Napies the course is shaped for the Strait of Messina. Capri rounded the
Gulf of Salerno opens; Prestum with its temples lying in the southern bight of the
Gulf. Then follows the elevated headland of Cape Palinuro, named after Palinurus,
the pilot of iEneas, whose tomb is marked by a tower on a cliff some eight miles
the
northward of the cape; thus is said to be fulfilled the Sybil's promise in

.rE11cid
" And Palinurus' name the place shall bear."

The e\'er active Stromboli is next sighted, and the Lipari islands passed to the
westward. On these islands, the bts11/a: JEolia: also the V11/ca11ia: of the ancients,
,Eolus held the winds imprisoned in caverns, loosing them at his pleasure. Here too
to
Vulcan forged the bolts of Jove; the volcanic nature of the group giving rise
many of the myths by which the old poets put mind into matter.
The Strait of Messina is now entered, the steamer passing between the legend
honoured rock of Scylla and the whirlpool Charybdis, and close to Capo di Faro, the
Pelorum of the ancients; said by some to be so named after another famous sailor,
Pelorus, the pilot of the ship that carried Hannibal from Italy, and killed by Hannibal
in a fit of anger. The Carthageni an afterwards, assured of fidelity of the pilot,
and lamenting his own cruelty, buried him in pomp on the point, and ordered
it to bear the name Pelorum.
The currents in the Strait of Messina are variable, and at times attain a velocity
of
of three knots; near the coast counter currents are experienced. The meeting
the opposing currents produces in several parts of the strait whirls and great
of
rippling, locally known as "Garofalo. " The principal whirls occur on the coast
Sicily, between Faro Point and Sottile Point with the ebb, and off Palazzo Tower
with the flood. At Pezzo Point, on the Italian coast, there is a very strong
" Garofalo," which is dangerous with a south-east wind. The eddies on the Sicilian
are
coast appear to represent Charybdis. These straits at the northern entrance
is
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oaks, chestnuts and beeches, above which is a region of pine-wood, extending to
nearly 7,000 feet. Thence to the summit is almost barren, though some small plants,
peculiar to Etna, have heen identified by botanists. The black lava is over every
thing, and in some parts of the slope the scene of desolation is appalling. The great
cone, dazzlingly white, except at midsumme r, rises from this lifeless region. The
whole distance to be traversed from Catania to the cone is about 29 miles. The cold
is intense, and even in the height of summer the thermomete r falls below freezing
point.
The view from the summit on a clear day is superb beyond description. Sicily
spread out like a map; the Faro of Messina; the Lipari I sles, and, at times, Malta
on the south and Vesuvius on the north complete the magnificent panorama. Not the
least interesting part of this splendid prospect is the distinct image of the mountain
itself seen by means of its shadow projected upon Sicily.
Malta lies nearly due south from Sicily and has many attractions for the tourist.
Its winter climate, m particular, being temperate, and indeed not unlike an English
summer, makes it a pleasant residence for people in delicate health. There is much
more rain at Valetta than in Egypt, for example: but, just as Cairo becomes too
warm, Malta is at its best, and forms an admirable resting place on the way home.
The British dependency of Malta consists of three inhabited islands and some
rocky islets, and lies about 57 miles south of Cape Passaro in Sicily. Gozo is the
most westerly of the group, and is sighted first from an outward bound steamer. It
is singularly wanting in feature being apparently flat, barren and brown; but outward
appearance s belie it ; and Gozo, though only IO miles long and half as many wide,
is
very fertile and very thickly inhabited. It contains some curious ancient remam
s,
possibly Phc:enician. Then, as Camino and Cominotto are passed, we have a view up
the narrow inlet traditionally held to be the scene of St. Paul's shipwreck, and in
a
few minutes more come in sight of Valetta. On the high g round behind we may
descry Citta Vecchia or La Notabile, the cathedral of which is supposed to occupy the
site of the house of Publius, the Roman governor. In the valley below stands the
church of ;\!osta, one of the largest domes in the world, but on account of its poverty
of design and want of proportion it looks, from the sea, much more like a corn stack
than a building. The dome, which within is quite plain, spans 11 8 feet, being
1 0 feet more than S t. Paul's in London.
As Valetta comes into full view the beauty of its situation delights the observant
traveller. There are, in fact, few cities so well planned and so highly favoured also
by nature. On a lofty tongue of limestone rock, bordered on each side by a magnifi
cent harbour, in either of which a whole fleet can anchor, Valetta is surrounded by
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suburbs as great as herself. I have counted thirteen domes in one view from the hill
of Sliema. The architecture disappoints the critic, and St. John's, in Valetta, is one
of the ugliest churches in the world: but no one can deny that the general effect of
the streets is picturesque in the extreme. A few words explain the reason of this
picturesqueness. Given a high cliff of dazzling yellow stone, rising from the bluest
sea in the world: place on it a city, built chiefly it is true, in an uninteresting style
of architecture, but carried in straight lines across a nd along the steep promontory,
with long wide flights of steps at either side; and people it with a brown race, half
Italian, half Arab, dressed in every variety of Mediterranean garb, and mingled with
a throng of every possible sea-faring nationality, and you can understand that only
the southern sun is wanting to make Valetta charming to the traveller. Add to this
that the strictest order is kept everywhere, that flowers and fruit are abundant, that
there is an excellent opera house and one of the best of clubs on the colonial model,
and it follows that Valetta is a very pleasant place in which to spend a few weeks
quite apart from sight seeing. It is well to take an introduction to an officer of the
garrison, or some other person who can obtain the freedom of the Union Club for a
friend, and a successful visit will be assured.
Malta was long under the domination of the Knights of St. John. In 1798 it
was seized by the French without resistance, but they made themselves so odious
to the people that a rebellion broke out, and some English ships coming to the
assistance of the Maltese, the French were cooped up within their fortifications
and starved into surrender, 5th September, 18oo.
In 1814 Malta was formally ceded to England, and ever since the people have
enjoyed all the rights and privileges of British subjects. Naturally, they are not
content, and a new constitution which has been granted to them will probably work
as badly as the old one; but after many centuries of oppression it is not to be expected
that the people should understand free institutions. The upper classes, however, fully
appreciate the benefits of English rule, and the Maltese are found all over the
Mediterranean coasts, and are remarkable for linguistic attainments and intelligence.
Many are employed in the consular service. The Maltese language is a dialect of
Arabic, corrupted by a mixture of Italian. A little of the colloquial Arabic which a
traveller picks up in the Cairene bazaar may he found very useful in Valetta. Italian,
for some reason I have not been able to discover, is taught in the schools instead of
English, but many Maltese make it a point to learn English, which, of course, is the
language most likely to he of use to them.
With Etna in sight astern of her, the Steamer leaves the Strait of Messina for the
land of Egypt, which will be sighted in something less than three days. During this
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time the only land seen besides Candia, with the snowy peaks of Mount Ida, 8,000 feet
high, will be the little island of Gavdo, or Gozo, supposed to be the Claudo of St.
Paul's voyage, to the southward of Candia. The low sandy coast of the Delta of the
Nile may be first seen on passing Damietta, two high towers of which town may be
seen over the flats. The whole coast is most flat and unintereJting. Between June
and October the discoloured water met with far out of sight of land, tells that the
Nile is pouring its vast contributions of sand and mud into the Mediterranean.
Were we near enough to see them, Alexandria a nd its buildings would remind us ot
the bombardment and destruction of the formidable forts by the British Fleet, under
Admiral Sir Beauchamp Seymour, and of the subsequent sacking and burning of the
city by the Egyptian rebels. Of the great victory known as the battle of the Nile,
Mr. Hannay gives us the following account :
" The battle of the Nile, 'the glorious first of August,' though perhaps the most
complete and astounding naval victory ever won is comparatively easy to understand.
Our enemy was at anchor throughout, and there were none of those manreuvres,
those tackings from port to starboard, and sudden turnings of van into rear, which
so puzzle the landsman in accounts of fights under sail, and in the open sea. When
Nelson's fleet hove in sight in the afternoon of the 1st August, 1798, the French fleet
was at anchor in Aboukir Bay in the following order. There were thirteen of them
in all-one three, and twelve two deckers. The most westerly was the Guerrier, 74.
She was at anchor 2,420 yards or a mile and seven eighths, south-east of Aboukir
island. Behind her at a distance of 160 yards from one another, and in a line
sloping to the south-east were the following vessels, the Co11q11erant, 74; the
Spartiate, 74; the Aquilon, 74; the Peuple Souverain, 74; the Franklin, So; and
L 'Orimt, 120, the flag ship of Vice-Admiral Brueys.
Beyond the flag ship
the line turned to south-east by south, and the vessels came in this order
the To1111anl, So; L'Heureux, 74; the Mercure, 74; the Guillaume Tell, So;
the Ge11freux, 74; the Timoleo11 , 74.
Thus the French line formed a very
obtuse angle with its point to the sea. The head and rear vessels bore west
north-west, and east-south-east of one another. All were heading to the west
swinging by an anchor, and each was to port of the vessel ahead. Inside the
line, between the great ships and the shoal water of Aboukir Bay were anchored
the frigates and small vessels. The two flanks were more or less covered by
batteries on shore.
Such was the position of the French. The attacking English fleet consisted
of thirteen 74 and one 50-gun ship, which it will be convenient to name in the order
in which they came into battle.

BATTLE OF THE NILE.
Goliath
Zealous
Orion
Audacious
Theseus
Vanguard
Mi11otaur
Defence
B elleroplwu
Majestic
Leander

74 guns
74
74
74
74
(flag)
74
74
74
74
74

50

Captain Thomas F oley
Captain Samuel H ood.
Captain Sir James Saumarez.
Captain D avidge Gould.
Captain R. \Villett Miller.
Rea r-Admiral Sir H oratio Nelson.
{ Captain Edward Berry.
Captain Thomas Louis.
Captain John Peyton.
Captain H. D'E. Darby.
Captain G . 13. \Vestcott.
Captain T. H. Thompson.

This leaves three vessels unaccounted for. They were the Cullodeu 74, Captain
Thomas Troubridge which was at some distance to the north when the signal to form
a line of battle and attack was hoisted on the Vanguard. The other two were the
A lexander 74, Captain A. J. Ball, and the Swiftrnre 74, Captain Benjam in Hallowell,
which were far to the west. All three were crowding on sail to come up, and the
names of their captains is proof enough that it was no fault of theirs if they were not
first in action. Nelson had followed the French in hot haste, and when he sighted
them in Aboukir Bay his s hips were scattered. The rapidity with which the line of
battle was formed, and the beautiful order in which the English ships came flying
into the bay before the lively topgallant breeze from the north-west, extorted the
admiration of the French . Nelson's plan of battle was founded on one drawn up by
L ord H ood, a skilful s trategist of Rodney's school, for the attack of a French fleet at
anchor. His fi rst intention seems to have been to place h is vessels outside of the
French, on their bow and quarter, but immediately before the action this first design
was modifi ed either by i'l'elson himself, or on t he suggest ion of somebody else. It
matters very little who gave the fi rst hint. T he essential thing is that the Admiral
saw that where a French ship could swing an English ship could anchor. In other
words that there must be room to pass inside t he French, and so by placing part of
the English fleet between the enemy and the land, a nd part to seaward of him, it
would be possible to bring an overwhelming force to bear on a portion of his line.
As the attack was to be made on the van and centre, that is on t he windward or
Aboukir Island end of the French line, the leeward ships of the enemy would be
unable to come to the help of their comrades. The English plan of battle provided
for doing what is by general consent the greatest of tactical feats, for so placing a
smaller fo rce that it s hould be in overwhelming superiority at the point of attack. In
order to obviate the danger of being raked while they were swinging head to wind
after anchoring, the English ships had their sheet cables out of their stern ports.
K
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These cables were then carried forward just below the first deck ports, and bent to an
anchor at the bow, so that when the anchor was let go the ships would run over the
main or bow cable, and be brought up by the stern. Then by heaving on either
cable it would be possible to spring the ship's broadside in any direction. Everything
was in splendid order on the English ships, officers and men were alike animated by
a noble spirit of confidence.
It was late in the evening-not, in fact, till 5.40-that the signal to form in line
ahead and astern of the Admiral was hoisted on the Vanguard. But the English
seamen of that period believed that night was in their favour-such was their
reliance on their own discipline, and orders had been given to hoist four horizontal
lights at the mizen peak as a signal. The sun was very low when the Goliath and
the Zealous the two first of our line, came down along the east fringe of the shoals
round Aboukir Island with the wind on the starboard side, and steered to cross the
head of the French line. The enemy waited till we were at half gunshot from him
and then opened fire, at 6.20, aiming too high as his wont was. Although the
English ships, as they came in, were exposed to a raking fire from the French van,
they suffered very little, as most of the shot went over them. Just before the sun
went under the horizon the Goliath passed close ahead of the G1,errier and raked her
with deadly effect. Then she turned to port and coming up on the inside of the
French line anchored on the port quarter of the Co11quera11t, the second Frenchman.
Captain Foley had run beyond his proper place, which should have been alongside
the Guerrier. Captain Hood took up the anchorage he had missed and began
pouring in broadsides. In a few minutes down came the Guerrier's foremast. This
was the last of the battle the sun shone on, and it was greeted with a loud cheer
along the English line. vVe had drawn the first blood. In the rapidly growing darkness
of the south, and guided by the flashes of the broadsides, the Orion, A 11dacious, and
Theseus successively came into place on the inside of the French line as far down
as the Peuple-Sowverain, the fifth ship. As the Orion came in she passed so close to
the Guerrier that the Frenchman's jib-boom was barely six feet from her rigging, a nd
then poured in a double-shotted broadside which brought down the enemy's two
remaining masts, and left her a helpless hulk. The sixth ship of our line, K elson's
Vanguard, now came into action, anchoring on the outside of the French, alongside
the Spartiatc, their third vessel, which was already engaged with the Orion on the
inside. Then the Mi11otaur, the Defence, the Belleroplwn, the Majestic, a nd even the
little L eander of jO guns, followed in her wake, and placed themselves on the outside
of the French line as far down as the Ton11ant, the vessel astern of L 'Oricnt. Thus
ten English ships were engaged in positions of commanding advantage with eight
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Frenchmen. All our vessels were not equally fortunate. The Bellerophon was
dismastcd by the fire of L'Orie11t and had to drift to leeward out of action. 'fhe
Majestic fell aboard of the To1t1za 11t and was badly raked for a time. Her captain,
\,Yestcott, fell shot through the throat by a musket ball, but Lieutenant Cuthbert
took his place, got clear of the Frenchman and revenged his captain by cutting open
the bows of L'Heurcu.x with furious broadsides. I n the meantime the three vessels
left behind had come hurrying on. The Culloden, indeed, went ashore on Aboukir
Island to the despair of Troubridge, but her lights served to warn the A le.xa11der and the
Swiftsurc which came into battle in time to replace the crippled Bellcrophon. Before
this the French van was utterly crushed, and the English vessels were able to drop
down towards the centre and rear. It was now between eight and nine o'clock. At
about the latter hour the Swiftsure's people saw the first signs of the awful disaster
which had overtaken the French centre. L'Oric11t was on fire. She had suffered
much from the English cannonade which she returned most gallantly, and now some
misfortune on board had set her in flames. Until ten o'clock the great three-decker
blazed with fury, while the English ships cleared afi far away from her as they could.
Captain Miller, of the Theseus, whose noble letter to his wife gives the best account of
the battle, had his vessel sluiced with water as a precaution against burning fragments
when the inevitable explosion should come. At ten o'clock L'Orieut blew up with a
m ighty roar, and a concussion which shook every ship in both fleets. Nelson, who
was lying blinded by a wound on the forehead in the cabin of the Vanguard, rushed on
deck at the crash, and began to give orrlers for the sending of help to the Frenchmen .
By this time the battle was won. After the short pause of silence imposed by the
dreadful explosion the English snips resumed fire and g radually worked down the
French line crushing it as they went. 'When day broke Aboukir bay was full of
crippled and dismasted ships. The victors had suffered heavily, but the vanquished
were destroyed. Only three of the French liners escaped destruction in the night.
They were the Guillaume Tell, the Genereux, and the Ti11zolro11, that is to say, the
extreme rear of the Fren.ch line. Of these the TimoUon was driven on shore and
burnt next day, but the other two escaped for a time, as the EngEsh ships were too
severely damaged to pursue them . Neither of them ever saw France again. The
Guillaume Tell was captured outside Malta B::iy by the blockading squadron, and the
Gf:nircu.x was in Valetta harbour when the island was surrendered. It was the most
complete destruction of an enemy ever seen-greater even than Trafalgar. The loss
in the English fleet amounted to between eight and nine hundred men out of eight
thousand men engaged. Of the French nearly eight-tenths were either killed or taken
prisoners wounded or unwounded, or compelled to escape to the shore."
K 2
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\Ve now approach Port Said, a place from which the easiest access can be
obtained to the H oly Land, as frequent steamers run to Jaffa a nd Beyrout. Before
proceeding to an account of Port Said and the Suez Canal, we may ask Dean
Butcher for his notes of a journey to Jerusalem.
" Those who have leisure on the voyage between England and Aust ralia may,
by leaving the steamer at Port Said, visit the H oly Land with ease and in comfort.
A short sea passage takes one to Jaffa, the ancient J oppa. The landing here is not
always easy, but when once we stand on the little quay we are repaid for our risk
and trouble. Jaffa is fu ll of mythical and historical associations. H ere P erseus
encountered the monster and rescued Andromeda-here the prophet J onah took
ship-here Peter, going up to the housetop, had his vision, and hither came the
messengers of the Roman centurion, Cornelius, to teach t he apostle the compre
hensive significance of his dream . In the times of the crusades Jaffa was often taken
and retaken, and in recent times it resisted for a few days an attack of the French
General Kleber, but was finally captured. Napoleon ordered t he plague patients
to be poisoned here in 1799, and a doubtful tradition shows the room in which he
gave t he order. Leaving Jaffa in t he afternoon, and resting for a few hours at
Ramleh or Latron, we reach Jerusalem pleasantly in the morning of the next day.
The journey first lies through the plain of Sharon, but soon after leaving Jaffa the
road is rough and hilly, and as we proceed, after quitting Ramleh, the ascents are
precipitous and difficult. The approach to the Holy City from J affa is disappointing.
T he commonplace residences forming the suburb known as ' New Jerusalem '
resemble the houses on the outskirts of any modern European town, a nd dash the
high-wrought expectations of t he pilgrim. He is t hinking of the :\losque of Omar
and the Church of the Sepulchre, and he sees only the huge mass of buildings
known as the ' Russian Mission.' His anticipations, however, are more than
satisfied when later in his stay he comes upon the view of Jeru salem from the
Bethany road, and pauses on the rocky ledge where Christ ' beheld the city and wept
O\'er it.' It is impossible to give even a list of the objects of sacred and historic
interest within the circle of Salem's walls, but the t wo buildings around which
ai;sociations most thickly cluster are the Dome of the Rock and the Holy Sepulchre.
The Dome is the superb porcelain-tiled cupola of the Mosque of Omar. The rock
which it covers is the traditional summit of Mount Moriah, the scene of Abraham·s
arrested sacrifice of Isaac, and possibly t he threshing-floor of Araunah or Oman the
Jcbusite. Though opinions differ as to the precise spot which Solomon's Temple
occupied, the traveller may perhaps safely conclude that 'the sacred edifice must
have stood in the centre of the area on a second terrace probably corresponding with
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t he upper platform of the present day.' Those who desire to get an idea of the s hape
and dimensions of t he J ewish temples would do well to inspect the careful and elaborate
models of ;\[ r. Schiet z, a German by birth and an architect by profession, who has
spent more t han thirty years in Jerusalem. The model in its first stage represents
the hill upon which the present Mosque of Omar is built, showing the outline of
the rock underneath the surface soil as determined by s uccessive excavat ions. Upon
this he builds before your eyes Solomon's Temple. Then he takes away this temple,
alters the rock a little to represent some cutting work undertaken by the restorers,
and builds up the Temple and walls of Nehemiah. Again he takes this to pieces
and produces the T emple of H erod with all its Roman surroundings. F inally, he
clears it a ll away, adds on a fresh covering to the rock which represents its present
level and builds the present Mosque of Omar exactly as 1t stands on its huge
platform. The precise appearance of the two temples, however accurately !he
modeller follows the descriptions in the Bible and Josephus, must be conjectural,
but the traveller will learn more in an hour by inspecting these models than he would
gather from months devoted to the study of t he contradictory theories of the J erusalem
topographers, and we cordially recommend a visit to Mr. Schietz. Before leaving
the Temple platform a n hour must be s pent at the l\!osque of Aksa, a basilica founded
by the Emperor Justinian in honour of the Virgin, but which has undergone many
repairs and alterations and contains only fragments of the original building. Omar
dedicated it to the Moslem fa ith , and it is a curious specimen of the Christian Church
adapted to the uses of I slam- a conversion which may be seen on a small scale
at Ramleh, and on a large one at the l\!osque of S t. Sophia at Constantinople.
The Rotunda of the Holy Sepulchre is a modern structure rebuilt in 1810.
It is crowded w ith shrines and chapels, altars a nd oratories, lamps and pictures,
images and icons. \\'ht:ther the building, popula rly called the H oly Sepulchre, docs
or does not cover t he sites of t he Crucifixion and I nterment, is uncertain. It
is startling at first to go up a Hight of s teps from the H oly Sepulchre, and to
fi nd on an upper storey of the same building the Hill of Calvary; but we must
recollect that the garden containing the new tomb of J oseph was 'in the place
where he was crucified,' and many s tudents, most sceptical of the genuineness
of the H oly Places have, after years of study, seen reasons for entertaining the
belief that they may after all be genu111e. At all events, they concentrate a nd
bring to one focus the devotion of many nations. ' Daily and hourly,' says a
recent writer,* 'year after year, and generat ion after generation, prayer goes up
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from that central a ltar of Christendo m in every tongue spoken on the face of the
earth. Persian and Hebrew, Greek and Latin, Arabic and Armenian, Russian,
Italian, Spanish , German, French and English, besides countless dialects. Very
rarely will you find the tiny shrine, which is called the Sepulchre itself, untenanted
,
e\'en for a moment. Perhaps a woman, so shrouded in black robes that it
is
hopeless to discover her nationality, crouches in the corner, her only audible
prayer a broken hearted sobbing. Then a youth in Turkish dress comes
in
hastily, and standing upright before the altar, lifts his arms to heaven and bursts
into his petition with passionate cries, yet in a tone hushed by intense re\'erence
almost to a whisper. He is followed by a Latin monk, who kneels and crosses
himself in earnest if formal devotion. After him a shepherd from the Judean
hills in the rough but picturesque garb of the East, treads the marble with his
brown, unshod feet, and reverently removes the turban which he would doff for
no human dignitary, as he repeats his simple prayer. Then a Greek priest
pauses at the entrance to take off his black cap and shake a flowing mass
of
hair upon his shoulders- so worn as they believe in imitation of our Saviour.
A young girl with a white lace veil upon her head, and evidently in festal dress,
comes in attended by one friend-the shrine will not hold more than three people
at a tune-to consecrate her day by an act of devotion. All these and many
more I watched myself during lhe quiet hours of meditation which we spent
in the church.'
The l\lount of Oh\'es an the Garden of Gethseman e are the sccmt:s that
bring most vividly before th religious mind the events of the sacred story. These
localities 'compared with which the High Altar of St. Peter's would seem profane,'
are the real holy places, and it is easy to people them with the figures of the
Gospels, and to recall the events that have so deeply influenced the world. The
oh\'e trees may very easily be the descendant s of those which grew here in the
time of Christ. T hey are certainly some of the oldest trees in the world, and
'their gnarled trunks and scanty foliage will always be regarded as the most
affecting of the sacred memorials in or about Jerusalem. ' The streets of Jerusalem
are intricate, narrow and dirty. The bazaars are smaller in size and poorer
in
their display of wares than those of Cairo There is little to attract the purchaser,
and when he has bought photograph s, olive wood ornaments, and silver crosses,
be will be glad to extricate himself from the crowded and suffocating alleys, and
to find himself outside the gray walls. A visitor resolute enough to put up with
filth and ill smells will find amusemen t and instruction in watching the groups
in the streets, and noticing the ever changing and ever new combinatio ns
of
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bright colours and picturesque forms. The different nationalities represented will
soon be distinguished. Turkish soldiers, Coptic priests, Greek traders, Arab
Bedouins, Franciscan monks, Spanish and Polish Jews jostle each other in the
dark low-arched streets, a nd illustrate the cosmopolitan character of the city,
which is a like ' Holy' to the East and \,Vest. Every year acids to the number
and importance of the J ewish population, and they are rapidly acquiring property
and settling down in and about Jerusalem. They have not yet begun to improve
their synagogues, which arc the most neglected and slovenly places of worship
in this city of many creeds. On special days, however, the ceremonies in that of
the Ashkenazim are striking, and the Friday gatherings a t the J ew's Wailing Place
are impressive and pathetic. Old and young, rich and poor frequent this spot,
and with tears and lamentations bewail the misfortunes of their nation, and
pray for the time of restoration and return. The litany used is a collection
of sentences from the Book of Lamentations, and is recited in a plaintive,
wailing voice which strikes the listener as singularly pathetic and heart·
felt. The antiphons, 'We pray Thee have mercy on Zion ;' 'Speak to the
heart of Jerusalem; ' 'Comfort those who mourn over J erusalem;' have a
force and solemnity when heard in this spot which make a lasting impression
on the mind.
The village of Bethany, called Al Azariyeh, the village of Lazarus, is a
small poverty-stricken place, but it is well to visit it and return towards evening
along the road before referred to, so as to obtain the glorious view of Jerusalem,
which is associated with the triumphant entry of Christ, and the weeping over
the City.
Bethlehem will demand a longer stay. The Church of St. Mary, erected
over the traditional birth-place of Christ, is disfigured by a hideous white-washed
screen separating the Latin from the Greek portion. The roof was repaired by
our own Edward IV. There are curious mosaics, and rude paintings on the
walls and columns. The Grotto of the Nativity is illuminated by silver lamps,
The manger-bed, or rather the spot where it was supposed to be, is marked
by an Epiphany Star, also in silver. Rich paintings and ornaments adorn
the shrine, which is a place of pilgrimage and devotion, frequented by all
Christendom . A secondary interest attaches to the spot from its having been
chosen as a retreat by St. J erome. The convent of the Franciscan monks
offers its hospitality to the traveller, and he may profitably and happily
spend two or three days in Bethlehem, sometimes seeking the quiet of the
Nativity Church and grotto, and at other times wandering over the Judean
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hills and wat ching t he shepherd-life, which is little changed s ince the days of
Ruth and D avid.
T he excursion east ward to t he Dead Sea a nd the northern expedit ion to
Damascus can be easily made by the expenditure of a little more time a nd money,
and if possible a visit should be paid to the flourishing settlement of Haifa, a
cP.ntre of new activity and enterprise, which may largely affect the future condition
of Palestine."
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LAKE MENZALEH.-PoRT SAm.-lN THE WAR OF 1882.-Tm, CANAL OFFICE.
THE DESERT.-Tm:: MIRAGE.-Tl!E CHANNEL.-PILOT!NG.-KANTARAH.
EL GUISR.-LAKE TntSAII .-lSMAILIA.-Thc SERAPEUM.-THE BITTER
LAKES.-CIIALOUF. - PORT TEWFIK.-TERREPLEIN.-How THE CANAL IS
\VoRKED.-THE Tov.-OLo Sucz.-Tirn EXPEDITION TO SINAI.

A LL along the northern coast of Egypt, from what used to be called the Phatnitic
Mouth of the Nile, near Damietta, to Port Said, a distance of some thirty miles
there is a narrow sandy shore, supposed, though on the Mediterranean, by some
writers to be the site of the Crossing of the Israelites, and very dangerous for
passengers in a changing wind. This narrow beach divides the i\lediterranean
from Lake Menzaleh, a vast half marshy lagoon of brackish shallow water, dotted
with islets, and possibly destined in the near future to contain some of the most
valuable and fertile land in the world. At present it is the common fishing ground
of hordes of very wild Arabs, and of flocks of pelicans, flamingoes, and ducks.
The embankments of the Suez Canal cross the lake, and that portion which lies
eastward towards the ancient Pelusium and the road into Palestine, the fighting
ground of Egypt and Assyria, is now dry.
Port Said is not seen till we are just upon it. The reclaimed sands on which it
stands are not more than a few feet above the level of the Mediterranean. In rough
weather the great waves seem as if they must flood the town, but the beach is wide
and the sea very shallow for a long way out. The first object sighted is the light
house, 175 feet high. The ship lies close to the front row of houses, probably
looking right up the principal street. Unless the delay is likely to be long there is
no occasion to land, as there is very little of the picturesqueness of the East in Port
Said. The traveller is beset by a horde of beggars of all nations, and can examine
nearly every thing of special interest in from five to ten minutes. Probably a few
Arabs in their native dress, a woman or two in her dark blue gown and veil,
and perhaps a camel will be among the most memorable rarities to be seen here.
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At the time of the occupation of the Canal before the battle of Tel el Kebeer, as
Mr. Charles Royle tells us in his Egyptian Campaigns (i. 262), H.M. S . Mouarch was
so moored off the town that her fo rward turret guns commanded the main street
leading to t he quay, while the Iris was to seaward, where she could shell the beach
and t he Arab quarter. "At eleven on the night of the 19th (August, 1882), the ships'
companies were called on deck and warned that they would be landed at three a .m.
T he strictest silence was enjoined. So well was this order carried out that those on
board the French ironclad, La Gallisso11ii-rc, moored close astt'.rn of the Monarch a nd
to the same buoy, knew nothing of what was going on." T he me11 were landed from
a lighter, which formed a Aoating bridge, and quietly surrounded the barrack. The
sentries on the quay were secured by six mannes, a nd t wo companies of the same
force were posted in such a way that escape from the barracks was impossible. The
Arab soldiers appeared to be asleep. There were 160 of them. They immediately
piled their arms and surrendered without a blow. "Of the a rms surrendered by the
P ort Said garrison, but one piece was loaded. The military commandant was absent,
and t he Egyptian sentries were asleep at their posts."
As soon as the ship begins to move past the town she is virtually in the Canal.
The offices of the Canal Company are among the last of the buildings. Here an
amusing scene took place in the 1882 campaign . "Captain Seymour occupied the
office of the principal transit agent of the Canal Company, and a midshipman not
mo1e than fifteen years of age was told off with a party of blue jackets to take
possession of the company's telegra ph apparat us. vVhen the telegraph agent
arrived he was forbidden to er,ter his own office by the small midshipman, who said,
with a very good French accent, 'On ne passe pas.'
The Frenchman (all the
important posts in the Company are filled by Frenchmen), looked at the diminutive
object in front of him with dignified astonishment, and demanded ' Qui etes vous?
Q ue voulez vous ici ?' ' Je suis ici pour empecher le monde d'entrer,' answered the
midshipman." The fact that the lad spoke good French was probably the reason of
his selection, but it will be remembered that the officials of the company made them
selves very obnoxious to the British forces, and were known to be supplying informa
tion to the rebels. The Aeet and transports-among which was the Orient, with the
D uke of Connaught and staff on board,-entered the Canal on the 20th August, and
it was remarked that a mong the few that had pilots, one, the Catalonia, was run
aground near Lake Timsah.
Leaving Port Said, the steamer enters between t he long moles t hat preserve the
channel of the Suez Canal, a narrow water-way across the desert, eighty-seven
geographical, or about one hundred statute miles in length. The Cana l runs first
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through a wet, flat, sandy plain scarcely higher than the level of the water on the east
side, and a little below it on the west side. This plain is the wide swamps and
marshes of Lake i\'lenzaleh: wild fowl, including large flocks of white and pink
flamingoes, abound; and the thought recurs that these unproductive shallows were
once fertile wheat-growing plains watered by the Pclusaic and Tanitic mouths of the
Nile. But the sea has invaded and oppressed the rich soil with a coating of sand
and salt, burying even the remains of many ancient towns and cities that once
flourished there. In steaming through Lake Menzaleh, every one on board watche~
the wonderful flights and flocks of birds to the westward. Sometimes thousands of
pelicans appear sitting so close together that they look like a whitewashed wall at a
little distance, and it often requires a strong glass to resolve such a cloud of birds into
its component individuals. The spectator is fortunate if a flock of flamingoes rises
into the air, because while the flamingo looks white when standing, the under side of
his wings when he flies is rosy pink. This is an excellent place to watch for the
mirage which is almost always visible in the eastern desert. Sometimes a reflection
of the ship itself seems to be sailing alongside.
The Canal has at present an average width of only twenty-five yards, but great
improvements are about to be made in this respect. Strange to say, the narrow
water-way is found best for large ships, and it is almost always a small one which
grounds in the Canal. This is explained when we remember that such a vessel as
the Ormuz or Orient cannot get across the channel, whereas a smaller boat, blown by
the wind, or affected by the slight current, or awkwardly handled by her crew, some
times contrives to block the passage for days together. By way of preventing these
disasters, several changes are being carried out. M. de Lesseps (by whose genius
and perseverance this marvellous work was carried through), and his colleagues
recently traversed the Canal in one of the largest ships which make the voyage to
Australia by the Suez route, namely, the Austral of this line, and their observations
have resulted in a scheme by which in some places the water-way will be doubled,
and in others will be widened and deepened, so that the dangers of traffic as at
present conducted will, it is confidently expected, disappear. A deepening of the
Canal is almost more to be desired than a widening, because the very slow pace,
about _five miles an hour only, is necessitated by the lack of water under the ship.
Every foot of additional depth would add proportionally to the average speed.
At present, ships are piloted on the " block system," except in the great lakes
where they can pass each other freely, and steam at full speed. At each of the
stations or "gares," there are signal posts, from which steamships a re directed to
"go into the siding" or" go into the canal," as may be required. A full code of these
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signals by day and by night is supplied to ships by the Canal Authorities.
Vessels provided with an electric projector that can throw light 1,300 yards are
permitted to navigate the Canal by night. It is a fine sight to see sometimes as
many as twenty "ta ll grey ships go on" while you wait at a siding, and nothing
gives the traveller so great a n idea of British commerce as the fact that something
like nine out of ten are going to or from England.
It has been found quite practicable to prevent any serious silting of the canal by
the desert sand. The washing away of the banks can also be successfully counter
acted by facing them with stone and concrete.
The main engineering t rouble of the present, is the silting up of the Port Said
or :\Icditermnean entrance. To obviate this, the western breakwater, a mile and a
half long, has been constructed to protect the entrance from silting of the mud and
sand carried down to the Mediterranean by the Kile. It 1s probable that much
may be done by plac111g smaller intermediate breakwaters along the coast nearer
D amietta.
'While waiting in the sidings for other vessels to pass, or for the night, the strange
colourings a nd peculiar aspects of desert scenery will be enjoyed to the full. Even a
run on the sands of the desert may be indulged in. The mind will also recur to
memories of the persistent attempts of the ancients to ha\'e a ship canal across this
desert. Necho (a.c. 600) made a canal from Suez through the Bitter Lakes to Lake
Timsah, and then west to Bubastis on the Kile. Herodotus describes this work with
its water gates, and tells us that vessels sailed through in four days. This cutting
became choked with sand, but was afterwards cleared and re-opened by Caliph Omar
in the seventh century.
Kantarah "The Bridge" is about sixty-four miles from the Suez entrance. It
boasts an attempt at a town and hotel, and is on the most frequented road to
Syria.
Between Kantarah and Lake Tirnsah (" the crocodile," probably from its shape),
seventeen miles of narrow canal have to be passed. At the commence1:1ent of this
there arc some difficult curves, and as the regulation pace is slow, it is here that
steamers most frequently ground and obstruct the general traffic. The cutting of
this part was the hardest piece of work on the canal; the ridge of E l Guisr rose from
se\'enty to one h undred feet above the desert and was penetrated with difficulty.
This is the one strip of terra firma between the Lake of Timsah and the marshes of
Lake Menzaleh. Along this strip is the ancient desert route to Syria; and
at the pontoon ferry fully equipped caravans may be seen waiting their turn of
crossing.
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At Lake Timsah the accompanying fresh water canal turns abruptly away to the
west, along the land of Goshen; and here is situated the town of Ismailia, clustering
round a summer palace of the Khedive. This was the centre of the celebrations at
the opening of the Canal in November, 1869. The Empress Eugenie and the late
Emperor of Germany, then Crown Prince, were among the ch cf ,tars of the
ceremony. The town was planned and built most artistically, but the drainage was
so forgetfully executed that it is said to have found its only outlet in the fresh water
canal-the mainstay of life in the desert. The consequences were inevitable:
it very soon became fever-stricken, and it is now practically deserted. Ismailia in
1882 was galvanised into a brief life of extreme activity when it became the base of
Lord vVolseley's brilliant campaign. The canal and lakes were crowded with men
of-war and transports; the town was filled with all the busy needs of an army of
20,000 men . vVhile Arabi and his troops blocked the way into Egypt from
Alexandria the British navy seized Ismailia: men and materials were rapidly
concentrated ; the army pushed along the line of the railway and sweet water canal ;
the Egyptian lines of Tel-el-Kebeer were stormed at the point of the bayonet, and
Cairo occupied without further resistance in a campaign of three weeks.
At I smailia the railway leaves the line of the canal ; and the desert is entered.
F rom Lake Timsah the cutting goes through Toussoum to the north entrance of the
Bitter Lakes a distance of about nine miles, on either hand is the desert. On t he right
is situated Serapeum railway station, around which may be found remains of many
ancient buildings inscribed with Cuneiform and Egyptian Characters. The chapel of
Our Lady of the Desert commemorates the flight of the Holy Family into Egypt.
A neighbouring ancient monument gives to this portion of the canal its name
of "the Serapeum cutting." On February 28th, 1869, the Prince and Princess of
\!Vales "let in the waters" to this portion of the work.
The Bitter L akes widen the surface of water, but the available channel is still
narrow, though deep enough for a good speed to be kept up. T hey are the remains
of a dried-up arm of the Red Sea on which once flourished the ancient port of
Arsinoe. T o t he west is seen the verdured line of the fresh water canal that now
runs from the Nile to Suez. Behind this rises the Geneffeh range, affording
profitable quarries of limestone and marble.
F rom the Bitter Lakes to Suez the Canal is quite complete with hard banks. At
Chalouf the cutting is carried through sandstone, after that to l\ladama it passes
through sand-hills and increases in width ; at Madama the banks arc of marl or
clay, thence to the Suez entrance it runs again through sandhills. The tidal
influence in the southern portion of the Canal extends from Suez to about four miles
~j
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north of the southern end of the I3itter L akes, and it is at the latter position that the
separation of the salt lake water from the Red Sea water occurs.
As the steamer enters the Suez roadstead, the eye looks over desert that has
always be.en the highway between Asia a nd Africa. A line drawn north from Suez
until it touches t he Mediterranean, is the geographical boundary between Asia and
Africa. Ahead Mount Attaka rises boldly above the sea to a height of 2,700 feet.
For some reason, said to have been political, M. de Lesseps did not bring hi s
canal through the ancient channel and past the old town : but when about five miles
ofT he turned it eastward, avoiding altogether the head of the gulf, through which the
direct road would seem to have led. Thus it comes to pass that the famous Suez
Canal never goes to Suez at all, but has had formed for it a port of its own, about three
miles from the head of the gulf at the end of the fresh water canal, surrounded
with land but partly reclaimed from the sea, and destined, it may be believed, to be
one of the great maritime and commercial cities of the world, though at present it
only contains the offices of the Canal, a couple of private offices, and the little wooden
houses of t he pilots. Its official name is Port Tewfik, but locally it is always called
Terrcplein . T he southern offices of the Canal Company are here, on t he edge of a
green and pretty double avenue of lebbek a nd sont trees . A tall signal tower shows
the state of the t raffi c by means of balls and flags. In a garden in front is a colossal
bronze bust of Lieutenant \,Vaghorn, the spirited projector of the Overland Route,
which led event ually to t he making of the Canal. It is inscribed to his memory by
the company and has on the base a relief representing him embarking at Suez with
the mails in an open boat, an incident which actually occurred.
At the Inventions Exhibition at South Kensington there was shown the
simple arrangement by which the Suez Canal is worked. It is locally known as
"~!. Chartrey's toy," from its inventor, M. Chartrey de Menetreux, the director of
the transit department at P ort Tewfik. In a silent chamber in the upper storey
of the office, on a low table which fills one side of the wall, is the "toy," a narrow
trough of metal about fifteen feet long. On a shelf above it are some fifty model
ships, each bearing a national flag. About half the number fly the Union Jack.
The trough represents t he Canal. There are sid ings and stations, and the lakes
arc indicated by larger openings. 'When a ship passes the office to enter the Canal,
one of the little ships is placed in a corresponding place on the toy, and if a ship
comes out t he model which bears its name is removed to the shelf above, one man
constantly watching the toy, and as news comes by telegraph that such a ship has
passed such a siding, the model is mo\'ecl, and orders are telegraphed directing
where she is to tic up. These orders are received at t he sidings, and signals
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to the ship's pilot are accordingly run up.
Everything is done quietly and
without confusion; and telegrams coming every minute are immediately noted
by the moving of a model ship on the toy and an alteration of the signal-could
we see it-perhaps fifty or eighty miles away.
At Terreplein the quays swarm with the celebrated donkeys and no less cele
brated donkey boys, both lively and lusty of their kind. The visitor will be favourably
impressed with these specimens of the fine physique of the desert fellaheen, and he
will see that in Egypt the dry heat does not prevent the growth of muscles and
stamina. Humour is apparently an invariable attribute, and much fun accompanies
the scamper from the quays to the " city." Visitors should refuse to mount a donkey
which h:is been galled by the saddle.
Suez itself possesses unique interest as a city of the desert, and as marking
the spot where the great crossing place has existed from West to East. History
gives successive details of Egyptians, Israelites, Phrenicians, Greeks, Romans,
Mohammedans, Turks, Venetians, Portuguese, Italian s, French, and English,
utilizing Suez in their migrations and their commerce.
The docks and quays of Terreplein are necessarily European in character .
but the visitor will find mucl) to interest him in the narrow alleys of old Sue;
itself. The ornamental lattices are a feature in the house architecture. From
behind them womankind may look on the gay world unveiled but unseen:
0

Spectatum veniunt at non spectcnter ut ipsre. 11

The I3azaars are thoroughly Egyptian and well worthy of attention . A v,s,t
to the desert, including an evening stroll, will give the visitor a sample of desert
life and its monotonous surroundings. \Vestward of the town a fine view may be
obtained by ascending a conspicuous mound, on which there is a flagstaff and a
ruinous villa, placed there by the late Khedive. The mound is believed to mark
the site of the Roman city of Clysma. There are 15,000 inhabitants in Suez
and several hotels.
The fresh water supply is by means of a canal from the Nile. The local
wells only yield brackish water, which is often offensive in taste and smell though
clear as crystal. The whole of the country is slowly emergmg from the sea
hence its sterility and saltness. The town of Suez, a seaport in the sixteenth
century, has still deep enough water at the Custom I louse quay on its northern
face for the largest of the picturesque sailing dhows which come up the Reel Sea
with coffee, spices, gums, senna, rose leaves, and all the other drugs and perfumes
of ,\raby-the-131est.
M 2
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From Suez Bay the steamer enters the gulf of the same name, passing on the
east the stunted palm trees of the oasis known as Moses' \,Velis. A little further
south is an isolated mountain known as J ebel Sudr. It was here that P rofessor
Palmer and his companions were murdered in August, 1882 . The Gulf of Suez is
from ten to twenty-five miles in width. On either hand, mountains, table-land, and
bold ridges three a nd six thousand feet high, challenge admiration, not only for their
picturesque outline, but also for their marvellous colouring. To the eastward is the
Peninsula of Sinai, on the southern part of which J ebel Katharina, near Mount
Sinai, rises to a height of 8,630 feet. To the westward, opposite J ebel Katharina,
is Jebel Gharib, a remarkable conical mountain 5,740 feet high.
Suez is the best place from which to make the excursion to Sinai. The long
low line of grey hills on the east, across the Canal, is J ebel Raha, the " Mountain of
pasture," and flanks Badiet el Tih, or the" desert of the wanderings." The peaks,
only visible in clear weather, in the background form J ebel Moosa, the " Mountain
of Moses." There are few indeed who would not wish to see Sinai, and there is very
little difficulty in the journey. All the arrangements can be made at S uez. The
dragoman, whom you can engage there, does everything for you. The word
" dragoman,'· with which you have so much occasion to become familiar in the
East, means primarily an interpreter. But he is much more. He hires camels
and camel men, according to the number of the party ; he provides horses for those
who prefer them ; he has tents, fully furni shed, ready to spring up from the desert
at his bidding. In short, if you make up your mind to go to Sinai, you have half
accomplished your purpose when you have engaged a dragoman. The t ime required
for the excursion is about a fortni ght at the least, during which you will literally lead
the life of an Arab, travelling on a camel a nd resting in a tent, drinking water
from a skin, a nd eating at a table spread in the open air. The experience is a
pleasant one, if you take care not to overdo yourself during the first few days ;
but accustom yourself gradually to the camel's pace, and remember that a strain
or brui se acquired in the beginning of the journey will have no chance of mending
till the end.
It is not necessary to enlarge here on the sights to be seen in a visit to Sinai.
The Convent of St. Katharine is at the foot of the mountain on which Moses is
believed to have received the Commandments: and here the visitor will be received
as in a hotel, and all the wonders of the place pointed out to him. He will climb
to the summit of Ras Sufsi,feh, that he may fin d himself standing where Moses
stood ; and he will endeavour, with more or less success, to identify for himself, in
the magni ficent landscape spread at his feet, the exact scene of every event described
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in that portion of the sacred narrative which relates to the giving of the law ; and
all the surroundings enthral the spe~tator, and give wonderful vividness to his
conception of the scene described in the Book of Exodus, when "the voice of the
trumpet sounded long, and waxed louder and louder," and " Moses spake, and God
answered him by a voice" (Exodus xix. 19). As usual in Bible lands a vast
incrustation of ecclesiastical miracles and legends are superadded to the scripture
story, and these may be learned in the Convent of St. Katharine, which will be the
traveller's halting place during his visit to Sinai.
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THEtourist who comes fresh

from Australia or New Zealand and wishes to
sec the wonders of the Old 'vVorld cannot do better than begin with Egypt.
This is especially the case if he happens to have a taste for history, or a taste
for art. The earliest history of which we know much is that of Egypt. The
oldest works of art which have come down to us were m ade by the ancient
Egyptians. There are no writings elsewhere in the world which a re known to
date before hieroglyphics. All the great pictures and statues we shall see in
Europe, all the beautiful buildings, must be traced to beginnings on the banks
of the Nile thousands of years before any of the other peoples inhabiting the
Mediterranean shores had attained civilization. All our alphabets and mode of
writing can be shown to take their rise from the hieroglyphic forms first used
to record their ideas by the ancient Egyptians. Of late years the researches of
scholars have been rewarded with a success which was long denied to them.
Frenchmen and Germans are engaged in an amicable rivalry in the interpretation
of old inscriptions and the discovery of fresh historical treasures. U nfortunately
it has not been found possible to awaken much interest in Egyptian archreology
at Oxfo rd or Cambridge, and foreign universities have long distanced ours in a
branch of knowledge the foundations of which were laid in England and by
Englishmen. The study of Egyptology would be admirably suited to the uni
versities of Australia, which would find an open field unoccupied by the older
institutions at home, though even better calculated than the study of ancient
classics for opening the mind and cultivating the mental powers.

SUEZ.
Apart entirely from any dry or scientific view of the subject, a v1s1t to Egypt
offers attractions to the modern traveller of the most varied and fascinating
character. Every one has heard of the pyramids. Every one has read the
Arabirw Nights. The pyramids stand in sight of Cairo, the capital of Egypt.
The scene of half the Thousand and One Chapters is laid in its streets. The winter
climate is the most perfect for almost all classes of invalids. Modern civilization
has penetrated so far that we may make the whole voyage to the second cataract
nearly a thousand miles from the sea-in a steamer, or partly by steamer and
partly by rail, while hotels quite equal to those of Europe exist at Suez, Alexandria,
Cairo, Thebes, and other places. The novelty of mixing with Orientals, of coming
into direct contact with oriental life, of hearing a tongue so utterly unknown to
most of us as Arabic, of witnessing the exercise of ;\lohammedan devotion, and
of observing the character of a civilisation older than our own, yet in every
respect different, is an experience in itself so interesting and so strange, that it
is not possible to imagine any better embodiment of the doctor's favourite pre
scription, "change of air and scene," than a visit to Egypt,
There is little to delay us at Suez, though it may be necessary to stay a
night at the hotel, as there are only two trains in the clay to Cairo. If the evening
is fine (and are not all evenings fine in Egypt?), we may mount to the roof of
the hotel and see the sunset. Below us is the town, with the harbour, the flat
roofed houses, the pointed minarets, from which blind men with stentorian voices
are calling the faithful to come to prayer; the shabby white-washed mosques;
and beyond them the yellow desert, the low pink hills, the deep blue sea, nowhere
of a more lovely colour than in the Gulf of Suez; and, as a back-ground, the
fine bluff heights of the Jebel Attaka. Close to the hotel is the little house with
an outside stair, in which General 13uonaparte lodged when he was at Suez, in
1798. If we look to the north, we can trace for many miles the winding course
of the great canal, marked here and there by the tall masts of a steamer going
to or coming from the Mediterranean. As the sun sets those of the vessels
which have no "search light," wherever they may chance to be, are moored
for the night, which comes on rapidly without the long twilight of other skies.
The bazaars at Suez are filthy and narrow, and there is little to be found in them
worth the buying, yet, if time permits, we may here gain our first impressions
of eastern life, and first hear the cry of " backsheesh," with which we are destined
to become so familiar before we have gone far into Egypt.
Though Cairo is only about sixty miles in a direct line from Suez, the railway
passes round by I smailia and Zagazig, thus making the journey a long one.
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The train is very slow, and the carriages by no means too comfortable, with windows
which let in the dust, and doors which will neither shut tight nor open easil) ,
On our right, as we steam out of this station is a high mound surmounted by a
wooden half-ruinous villa, brought hither from Norway for the opening of the
canal. The mound marks the site of the Roman Clysma. At it s foot were
buried the soldiers shot by Buonapartc, in 1798, "pour encourager les autres."
At the opposite side of the line is a curious little domed tomb. I t marks t he
i;rave of a great Sheykh, one of t he E rbaeen, or forty original supporters of
:llohammcd. A little fu rther the line bends to the right round the Victoria Camp.
The first fifty miles or so are along the desert , with fine views here and there
of the Canal, and as we approach l smailia, of the great Bitter Lake and Lake
T imsah, both of them fi ne sheets of salt water, and only want ing a little m ore
vegetation on their shores to be really beautifu l. Jsmailia was for a time expected
to become a pleasant seaside or lakeside health resort, and had good hotels ; but
some years ago, owing to the carelessness of its builders in allowing t he drainage
to filter into the canal on which the town depends for fresh water, an out break
of fever occurred, of such virulence that the prosperity of the place was suddenly
but irretrievably ruined. During the recent war it became the base of the British
operations , and Lake Timsah was crowded with men -of-war and t ransports. One
of the first stations we reach after we leave Jsmailia is T el-el-Kebeer, "the great
mound," which is supposed to cover the site of one of the "treasure cities" built
by the Israelites of the Captivity. Here Arabi's troops were finally defeated,
although t hey had raised great ent renchments. T he battle com menced very early
in the morning of the 13th September, 1882, when the British t roops under
Sir Garnet \Volseley (now Viscount \Volseley) left their camp at Kassasseen in
st rict silence, and marched by star-light on eit her side of t he Canal, which we
see from the railway. The rebels' chief entrenchment was to t he right of the
line. I n the General's despatch he says t he enemy were completely surprised,
and it was not until one or two of their advanced sentries fired their rifles that
they realised that the British forces were upon them . T he works, which are
now almost obliterated by the drifting sand, were s peedily lined with Arab soldiers,
who fi red at our advancing lines, made dimly visible by t he dawn , and by the
remarkable southern comet, (b. 1882,) which appeared above the eastern horizon,
and deceived the combatants into an idea that the sun was rising. The victory
was soon declared for the Britis h fo rces; aft er fighting for twenty minutes the
Arabs fled precipitately, their general, Arabi, having a lready set them the example
and run away, literally, without his boots. (See Royle's Campaigns, 1. 325). The
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English loss in killed and wounded was 459, the Egyptian loss being set do\\'n al
about 2,000. The whole rebel army was dispersed, the Indian Contingent, marching
along by the course of the railway and canal, twenty-five miles, to Zagazig, with
out a halt, took that place at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and captured five trains
which had been filled with soldiers, who disappeared immediately. Cairo was
taken on the 14th.
:\foclern research has been very busy with the history of Joseph, the Captivity,
and the Exodus. J oseph is believed to have come into Egypt during the reign of a
monarch who was one of the last of a long line of foreigners, the so-called Hyksos, or
Shepherd Kings, who dominated the country, especially that lower part of it which
we call the Delta (because it is triangular in shape, like the fourth letter of the Greek
alphabet), after the time of a great native royal family, known in history as the
Twelfth Dynasty. So long are the periods of Egyptian history, that it has been found
convenient to refer to different epochs by the number of the dynasties or royal families
who successively occupied the throne.
Mena, the first king of whom we have
historical knowledge, founded the first of these dynasties. Joseph's brethren, then,
were settled in the eastern valley or arm of the Delta, along the banks of a canal which
even at that early date ran from the Red Sea to the Nile. After the time of J oscph a
race of native kings, reckoned by historians the Eighteenth Dynasty, rose against the
Hyksos, and drove them out. The Eighteenth Dynasty was succeeded by the
Nineteenth, one of whom, the third king, is supposed to have been the Pharaoh
"which knew not Joseph" (Exodus i. 8.). His name was Rameses II., and we shall
find the monuments of his power and greatness all over the country. His daughter it
must have been who found and brought up Moses; and to this day the modern Arab
inhabitants of Cairo point out a place on the island of Roda, in the Nile, close to the
city, as the exact spot where the princess "came clown to wash herself at the river."
"In process of time," the sacred narrative continues, "the King of Egypt died."
He had reigned sixty-seven years, and had mightily oppressed the Israelite colony in
Goshen. The new king was thirteenth son of Rameses II., and was named
Merenptah. He has left us no account on his monuments of the Exodus, but we are
aware that other misfortunes besides his defeat at the Reel Sea overtook him, and that
the prosperity of Egypt under him began to decline. The famous crossing of the
children of Israel probably took place below Suez, where, before the making of the
Canal, there was a passage fordable at low water, but exceedingly dangerous in certain
winds. A great German writer has fo rmed a theory that the Israelites crossed an arm
not of the Red Sea but of the Mediterranean, but recent authorities have refused to
accept his opinion.
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\\"c now approach Zagazig, a large modern Arab city. H erc a han<lful of the
British troops, after the fight at Tcl-cl- Kebeer, performed a brilliant feat of arms,
intercept ing and dispersing five trains fu ll of Egyptian soldiers. T he railway
stations are crowded wit h the long-robed and turbaned nat ive merchants and t heir
bales of cotton and sacks of wheat carried on asses. Reuben and his brethren mu, t
have looked just like some of these men. \ Ve can fancy Benjamin, a brown-faced
boy in loose garment and bare feet, following his ciders, with a sack like t heirs. But
we arc recalled from speculating if t he silYer cup is in it by the offer of oranges which
a pleasant-looking little girl in blue insists on our buying, or by the earthen bott le of
cold water which another offers to pour over our hot and dusty hands.
\Ve lunch at the railway station at Zagazig, and possibly buy our first a ntiquities
from the bar-keeper. Before the war there was a fine bronze statue of a cat standing
on the middle table of t he refreshment-room, and we were reminded that the great
brown mounds which we have just passed on the left , and which stretch away for
miles to t he sout hward, a re t he remains of wh:tt was once P i Bast, now Tel Basta, the
city sacred to Bast, the holy cat, whose worship was nearly as extensive in ancient
Egypt as that of Apis, the bull of Memphis. T he ruins are composed of crude, that
1s, unbaked brick, and are constantly being dug down by the fa rmers, as t he dust
forms a Yaluablc dressing for t he fields. In these diggings innumerable images of
Bast, in almost every conceivable material, are fou nd, some larger than life, some
small enough to hang at t he watch chain. The site of the city has been in part
explored by ;\I. Naville, who has found the Temple of "the sacred Cat, the lady of
the \Vhite Crown ."
\ Ve are now really in the Delta. T he ancient name of E gypt was" Kam," which
means blackness. \Ve see its significance now. Wherever t he ground is turned up
it is like peat. The cont rast of this blackness with the green of the luxuriant crops is
very striking. If we watch the smaller canals along whose banks t he train goes, we
shall see specimens of t he lotus-flower, a pale blue water-lily. T he air is full of birds,
many of them strange to us. T he hawks a re numerous, from the great kite down to
the little kestrel or windhovcr, wh ich the ancient Egyptians wors hipped as H ern or
Horus. Following the ploughman are flocks of the little white cranes called by the
Arabs Aboo Goordun, and by us the Paddy-bird, or buff-backed heron. 'vVe can quite
understand as we watch them flitti ng about that the ancients used t he fi gure of one
as a hieroglyph fo r "Ba," the soul. L ong s t rings of camels carry green fodder, or
canes, or corn; a man on a donkey, with a child in his arms, goes by with his blue
robed wife followi ng him on foot . Sometimes it is s he who rides, which she does
seated astri,le. T he Fdlahs are a cheerful folk, and as t hey go they talk and laugh
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incessantly, as if the tax-gatherer, and the usurer, and the conscription, and forced
labour, and all the other enemies of the poor in Egypt, had never existed.
Agriculture is, of course, the main business of Egypt, and the soil of the Delta
is perhaps the most fertile in the world. It is always supplied with water by
innumerable canals, annually filled when the Nile is high, and gradually diminishing
till the inundation commences again in June. As the canals go down, the character
of the crops is varied, but three distinct harvests are commonly taken off the same ground
if it is artificially watered. T l}is is effected, for the most part, in a very awkward
and clumsy manner by means of the sakecyeh, or water wheel, and by the shadoof, or
leather bucket, worked at the encl of a pole balanced on a horizontal bar. But in
Lower Egypt steam pumps are now becoming very common, as are also windmills,
which act extremely well, as a perfect calm is very rare, and as the wind blows pretty
steadily for an average of nine months in the year from one quarter, namely, the north·
The Nile and its inundation arc objects of constant interest ai,cl solicitude. A
low Nile means something like starvation for thousands. The cause of the inunda
tion is the heavy rains of Central Africa. The Nile receives no affiuents for the last
1,800 miles of its course, but is constantly feeding canals and reservoirs, so that by
the time it arrives at the Delta very little of the original river remains, and the two
mouths of the Nile, flowing into the sea respectively at Damietta and Rosetta, are
inconsiderable streams. The average difference between high and low water is about
twenty-six feet, and in Upper Egypt, where it is permitted to flow over the land, the
towns are raised on high mounds to protect them.
The sun is beginning to set as we approach our destination, and just as we pass
the last station, Kalioob, we may see on the right the dim forms of two of the
pyramids; and on the left the domed mosque in the citadel above Cairo.
There are plenty of excellent hotels in Cairo. If we would see fashionable life,
we may go to the celebrated " Shepheard's"; if we would have comfort and quiet,
there are several other hotels, some of them ,·ery good. The scene at the railway
station is one to remember. The many coloured dresses, the many coloured faces,
the mixture of eastern and western manners, the noise, the dust, and the soft golden
light of evening over it all, are unlike anything else in the world. The streets of the
modern part of Cairo are not beautiful, though much improved in the last few years.
They are too wide for a hot climate. Constant watering will not subdue the still
more constant dust. The trees give but little shade under a vertical sun; and we
are glad to escape from the glare into the old town, with its narrow winding lanes,
sometimes roofed over, and its reel and white mosques with their picturesque
minarets, and.the comparati,·e stillness of unpaved roadways.
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If t here be sufficient time at disposal, t he best way to see the wonders of Egypt
is to take a sailing boat, or daltabcealt, up t he Nile. T he voyage to the second
cataract occupies about three months, and is, on t he whole, very pleasant, very
healthful, and moderately cheap. An alternative method is by one of Cook' s
steamers, which "do" the Nile in a superficial style in fo rty clays. A t hird plan is
to go by rail as fa r as Siout, where the railway terminates, about 250 miles above
Cairo, and on by t he postal steamers, which run t wice a week, but only allow of a
visit to some of the principal objects of interPst.
As it would obviously be impossible wit hin moderate limits to give any account
of the :\'ile voyage, some particulars of what may be seen during a few clays' stay in
Cairo must suffice to show t he reader how much he will fi nd to enjoy in a visit to

Egypt.
The Pyramids of Geezeh a re about seven miles from Cairo, at the other or
western side of the N ile, which is here a broad a nd magn ificent stream. T he road,
one of t he few roads in Egypt, crosses it by a fine iron bridge, part of which opens
for an hour every day to permit the passage of boats up and down. The road for the
rest of t he way is bordered by trees, which somewhat intercept t he view of the
pyramids, and as it runs in a straight line for t he last four miles, we only gain
occasional glimpses of the gigantic cairns till we are quite close to them . F ar away,
near the horizon, on the left, we can make out the pyramids of Sakara and D ashoor.
A little nearer are those of \booseer, and still nearer, but less visible, owing to their
ruinous state, those of Zowyet-el-Arrian. T here are, in fact, about sixty pyram ids in
Egypt, of which number t hose at Geezeh are the nearest to Cairo, and t he largest.
T here is now no longer a ny doubt that every pyramid was built as t he sepulchre
oi a king. But as the kings of the pyramid-bui lders reigned at a period so remote
that some have not hesitated to date it six t housand years ago, and as very few
records of their time have comp down to us, it was not at first very certain that they
had not some more useful purpose than merely to contain t he body of one person,
however great. As our knowledge increases, it becomes, however, more abundantly
clear, that t he pec>ple of t hat time worshipped t heir king as a visible and incarnate
deity, paying him the most extravagant homage, and obeying him without hesitation,
even in such folly as the building of a pyramid. T he first pyramids were built as
early as t he time of Ata, the fourth ki ng of the second dynasty. The pyramids of
Geezeh were erected by t hree of the kings of the fourt h dynasty. A long period
t herefore elapsed before t hey were brought to t he perfection we see in these later
ones, and among the forty or fifty ruinous heaps which once were pyramids, we have
abundant evidence that the art of building for eternity was not lea rned in a clay.
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There are nine distinct and but partially ruined pyramids on the summit of the
bluff before us. We are able to identify the personages for whom they were built
with some amount of certainty, though no record is carved on any of them. The
nearest, which, though not now the highest, is always called the "great" pyramid,
has been attributed to a king named Shoofoo, or Chufu, whose royal title appears
painted, apparently by the masons on some of the stones of the interior. He is
called by the Greek historians, Cheops. Of his life and reign we have a few
particulars. He succeeded a king of the third dynasty, Seneferoo, whose pyramid is
believed to be at Maydoom, about fifty miles up the Nile. He married the widow of
his predecessor, and had several sons and daughters, some of whom are buried in
the cemetery which surrounds the pyramid. He reigned for sixty-three years, during
which he employed his subjects in erecting this stupendous monument, and as a
modern author has observed, the echo of the cries of his oppressed people still
resounded in the time of the Greek historians who visited Egypt. On the other
hand, it must be remembered that the life and treasure spent in e,·en a very short
war would build a pyramid greater than this. The times of Chufu were probably
very peaceful, though he and his predecessors are both represented on the rocks of
Sinai as smiting down their enemies in battle, and population and food were
abundant; while the neighbouring nations had not yet learned of the wealth of the
Nile Valley.
The beauty of the construction and the great size of the pyramid of Chufu
are alike remarkable. The stones of the entrance passage, and the enormous
black granite slabs, of which the principal interior chamber is built, are so
closely jointed, that even a penknife cannot be inserted between. The sides of the
pyramid are so carefully faced to the four cardinal points of the compass, that we are
not surprised to hear that its ancient name was Kiwi, the '· horizon." The whole
mass which covers thirteen acres, and is still four hundred and sixty feet high, or a
hundred feet higher than the dome of St. Paul's, contains only three small chambers,
the largest and best constructed of which measures only 39 feet by 17 feet. In this,
which is called the king's chamber, is an empty sarcophagus of granite, the lid of
which is lost.
The second pyramid rises at a steeper angle than the first, and stands on higher
ground; but is very inferior in construction, the stones being comparatively small,
and ill.jointed. The ruins of a temple, which was attached to every pyramid, still
remain at the eastern side of this one, and a stone was lately found in it which bore
the name of Chafra. the third king of this third dynasty, thus confir,ning the Greek
attribution of the pyramid to Chephren . From the entrance of the temple a long
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causeway or paved path of white limestone, leads at a steep slope to the foot of
the
hill, where it enters a very curious building of red granite and alabaster, constructed
below the present surface of the ground, and evidently at once a temple and a tomb.
Herc no fewer than nine statues, carved with the name of Chafra were discovered
The third pyramid is the best built in many respects, but it is very small in
comparison with its gigantic neighbours . In it was found the wooden coffin of
a
king named Menkaoora , probably the Mycerinus of the Greeks, who was the successor
of Chafra, and whose body was in the coffin. Both are now in the British Museum.
The six smaller pyramids were constructed for the queens and other members of
the
royal family, and on one ol them was recently found the name of a daughter
of
Chufu, the princess Hentsen.
Next in interest to the pyramids, is the Sphinx, a colossal statue of a sitting
l ion with a human head, carved out of the solid rock of the hill-side. It presents
as
now seen no feature older than the time of Thothmes IV., a king of the eighteenth
dynasty, who left a long inscription respecting a dream he dreamt, while reposing
in
its shadow. The French archreologi st, Mariette, suggested that the Sphinx is
the
tomb of an early king, but this is very unlikely.
In addition to the pyramids, an immense number of tombs may be visited in the
same part of the cemetery of Memphis. They are carved with pictures of agricultura
l
life, exactly like what we saw by the roadside as we came through the Delta, and with
long inscriptions in hieroglyphi cs, describing the owner of the tomb, his birth
and
parentage, his wife and his children, his public employmen ts, his immense posses
sions, but above all, the fact that he was in favou r with the great god, Chufu,
or
Chafra, or Menkaoora , as the case might be.
Such arc a few of the attractions of an excursion from Cairo, which may be made
comfortably in a carriage, with no fatigue or inconvenien ce. Luncheon will be served
in a house built near the Great Pyramid by the late Khedive for the reception of
the
Ex-Empres s Eugenic. Its obtrusive ugliness mars the view, but, on the other hand,
every traveller is glad to escape into it for a few minutes from the glare ol the
sun,
and the shouting of the Arab guides outside.
A quiet afternoon may be spent at the 13oolak Museum, where even better than
among pyramids and tombs the details of the ancient art of the Egyptians may
be
studied and admired. Here, among the remains of the earliest period is one of
the
statues of Chafra, mentioned above, carved life size, out of a beautifully veined block
of dioritc, a stone so hard that it will turn the edge of a steel knife. Herc also
arc
statues, rn wood, of a man, Ra-em-Ka, and his wife, which are marvels of case
in
portraiture : and stone statues of the prince Rahotep, supposed to be a son
of
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Seneferoo, and the lady Nefert his wife. A room is devoted to such exam pies of the
period of the pyramid-buil ders, and among them may be seen the sarcophagus of
Shoofoo-ansh or Chufu-anch, who may reasonably be supposed to have been the
builder employed on the Great Pyramid itself.
In another room we see the forty co.flins, chiefly of kings, queens, and princes,
found in 1881 by H err Brugsch, near Thebes; some of them, though older than
the time of Moses, looking perfectly fresh and new, with nothing faded about them
except the wreaths of flowers-lotu s and acacia-whic h were placed on them by the
mourners of three thousand years ago. They comprise the remains of among other
kings, Thothmes III., Sety I., Rameses II., and many more whose names are
familiar in Egyptian history. It is curious to look at the Jewish features of the
Pharaoh who brought up Moses. The exhibition of these mummies is as sad as it is
interesting.
In a central case are the jewels of a Queen, Aah-hotep, whose husband, Kamcs,
played a principal part in driving out those Hyksos of whom mention has been made
already as having been the patrons of Joseph.
In another chamber we sec the bust of Merenptah, the Pharaoh of the Exodus,
and statues of Rameses his fat her are in the vestibule and in the garden outside. In
short, it would be impossible in the present limits to mention even a tithe of the
interesting or beautiful objects with which this museum abounds. In one respect it
excels all other Egyptian Museums; we know whence everything came, and are sure
of its genuineness, since all result from actual diggings carried out during many years
under the superintende nce of M. Mariette and Herr Ilrugsch.
We have thus seen that the student of antiquity may have some pleasant clays at
Cairo, although we have said nothing of Heliopolis, where Joseph's father-in-law was
priest, or of Sakara, where the oldest tombs and pyramids are found and the stupendous
catacombs of the sacred bulls; or of the mar\'cllous quarries at Toora, whence the
stone for the pyramids was taken; or, in short, of many other places and things well
worth a visit. Let us pass on to sec what there is of a more modern kind in Cairo.
The native city is of great size, and contains so many mosques that the people
say there is one for every day in the year. The native population is upwards of
350,000. The street scenes arc so different from anything in a European city that a
walk a ffords the stranger a series of surprises, and if he has any taste lor the
picturesque his eyes will constantly be charmed with the most exquisite combinations
of colour and form. The main strec: of the old town is called the :l!oosky, after its
builder, a vizier of the famous Saladin. It was formerly roofed over with g-rcat
beams, but these have lately been rcmoyecJ and the street has lost its charm, as 11 1s
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bordered on either side by European shops. Passing rapidly a long it, therefore, we
come to a cross street where everyth ing wears a very different aspect. If we go to
the right we reach t he bazaar for Oriental produce, perfumes, slippers, silk, long
robes, red caps, and so fort h. If we turn to t he left we come to the place where gold
and silver ornaments are made, and to th~ so-called Turkish bazaar, where the
principal dealers in curiosities have their stalls.
Choosing this route for our walk, we have to jostle our way as best we can
through a dense crowd. H ere are women bearing baskets of fruit or eggs on their
heads, and begging you to buy in very good English. Here is a man with a wicker
work table, which he carries along before him. On it is some stuff which looks
exactly, in colour and consistence, like putty. It is a sweetmeat made of a lmonds,
and large slices are sold as he goes. Here is a man with a skin full of water over his
shoulders, with which he very dexterously sprinkles the street to keep down the dust.
The crowd becomes greater and t hen you find that you are assisting at a kind of
auction A man carrying a gorgeous piece of embroidery elbows his way past calling
out the last price he has been offered. You have a moment to look at the article he
carries and perhaps you add a franc to the sum he has named. He goes on, calling
out the new price. Meanwhile, you turn to t he left down some steps and through a
low doorway. Between rows of low divans, on each side of which a man sits cross
legged, is a narrow pathway, only just wide enough for t wo people to pass each ot her.
It extends, apparently, an interminable distance a nd you see branches a nd side aisles.
This is the gold and silver bazaar. Each merchant has behind his divan a g reat iron
safe in a recess; some of them have small glass cases in front, in which are specimens
of earrings and bracelets, often of very pretty work. When you thread your way
thruugh the labyrinth you find yourself among the manufacturers, and see a ll kinds
of operations, chasing and gilding, casting and moulding, and so on, being clone in
t he open air. A little further a great clatter proclaims the vicinity of the copper
smiths. Emerging into the street again, you are about to cross it to enter the Khan
Khaleclee or Turkish bazaar, when a man touches your arm. It is the seller of
embroideries. He has had no bid so high as yours, a nd so adjudges the article to
you . The Khan Khaleclee is of greater architectural pretensions than any ot her in
Cairo, and is a paradise of painters, but t he shops and stalls seldom contain anything
worth buying. Xear the entrance is the carpet bazaar, but, except by chance, you
see nothing better or cheaper t han what you can obtain in London. About the
middle is a ,cry fine pointed arch over which are hung models of ships. The arch
led into the slave market, and the ships were the votive offerings of slave merchants
\\'ho wcrc anxious for the safe arrival of a cargo of their human wares. The bazaar
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------- ----- - - ------- ------- -------- within was unaltered till the other day. But the wooden cells in which the more
precious slaves were confined have now been pulled down, and the place has more
the aspect of a cotton market, into which it has been turned.
When we are tired of the bazaar we may ascend, by a long street called the
Darb cl Vizier, to the citadel. This street is remarkable for the beauty of the
windows of carved wood-work which project overhead. The lattices are formed
of round knobs, very ingeniously arranged in patterns. Some of the prettiest have
disappeared of late years, and modern French windows with Venetian blinds have
taken their place. At one place the street is covered over with boarding. At
this point we may stop to see a mosque, that of Ak Sunkur, which is perhaps
the most beautiful in Cairo for the tile decoration which covers a whole wall.
The rest of the building is in a very ruinous state: but as you step over the
sill of the door, you see that it is formed of a column of black granite covered
with hieroglyphics, a relic probably brought from old Memphis, at the other side
of the river.
The citadel contains a mosque of great antiquity, now used as a barrack, and
some towers built by Saladin, but the chief feature is the gigantic but unlo\'ely,
mosque of Mohammed Ali, the founder of the present rulers of Egypt. The interior
is vast, without being impressive, and a moment's glance shows you that the alabaster
lining of the walls is only carried up a little way, the upper part being painted in
bad imitation. The tomb of the Pasha is behind a bronze screen. The most
beautiful objects in the building are the carpets, with which the whole of the
floor is covered, some of them being of a colour and material not now to be obtained .
But the great object of a visit to the citadel is to see the view. For this purpose
we pass round to the back of the mosque and look over a wall, down at the city
below, and across the river, in the distance, to the Pyramids. Sunset seen from the
citadel is a sight not to be forgotten, and worth even the price of a chill, which is
hardly to be avoided, so suddenly does the heat of day turn into the coldness of night.
The reader may refer to the Hon. Ralph Abercromby's Seas a11<l Skies in many
Latitudes, for a scientific account of an Egyptian sunset.
A fortnight may easily be passed at Cairo; and the climate is so temperate, often
for weeks together without a cloud in the sky, yet, except in the height of summer,
pleasantly cool and dry, that no better place can be imagined in which to make a
break in the voyage to or from Australia.
In returning to complete the \'Oyage to Australia the tra\'eller may find it con
venient to join his steamer at Ismailia, instead of going on to Suez by the dusty
train. There is no difficulty about this course: and the hotels at Ismailia, of the
N
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usual oriental type, are not inconvenient. It must be remembered that except to the
acclimatised, the drinking water is, to put it briefly, poison, producing both fever and
also parasites, including the curious Bilhargia Egyptiaca, which is said to begin life
as a parasite of the mosquito. There is a grim satisfaction in thinking that this
odious little pest is itself a subject of attack by a still smaller insect, and we may
repeat Swift's famous lines:
" So naturalists observe, a flea

Hath smaller fleas that on him prey;
And these have smaller still to bite 'em,
And so proceed ad infi11it11m.''

CHAPT ER XIII.
FROM SUEZ TO AUSTRALIA.
Tm, R ED SEA.-THE GULF OF SuEz.-PERIM.-KAMARAN.-Moc11A.-ADEN.-T111.:
L ANDING
PEOPLE

PLACE.-THE
OF

THE

TANKS.-H JSTORICAL

NOTICE.-SOKOTRA.-T1m

CoAST.-MONSOONs.-COLOMBO.-

DIEGO

GARCI A.-CAPE

L EEUWIN .-KING GEORGE'S SOUND.

THERed Sea may derive its name from the coral which lines its shores and which
is often deeply crimson, but as a rule perfectly white. The words translated
" Red Sea" in the English Bible mean really sea of weeds, and may well refer to
t hose arms of the sea which st retched nearly across the isthmus of Suez before the
gradual geological upheaval which has, even in historical times, changed the features
of this region. If so, t he Sea of ·weeds may be represented by the Great Bitter
Lake, or another through which the canal now runs. It should, however, be pointed
out t hat before t he passage from the canal to the open sea was dredged out, the Gulf
of Suez was exceedingly shallow in many places, so that Napoleon and his generals
are said to have ridden nearly across, and to have incurred great danger by a sudden
change of wind and tide. The tide here is considerable, amounting to six or seven
feet at t he quays of the old town; a nd t hough there is little, if any, difference of sea
level between Suez and Port Said on "the tideless dolorous midland sea," a slight
current runs from south to north t hrough t he whole canal, t hough it is barely to be
detected north of Lake Timsah .
P assing the Ashrafi light which stands 011 a coral bank eastward of the low coral
islands of t he same name, the steamship passes through t he Straits of J ubal:
between the black precipitous mass of S hadwan island, rising 995 feet out of the
sea, and Ras Mohammed the south cape of the peninsula of Sinai, and enters the
Red Sea proper, a narrow gulf 1,200 miles in length, and of great and varied
interest. T he climate is at times t rying, the sea running N.N.\,Y. and S.S.E.
through a region where rain seldom falls, and the heat is great so long as no breeze
can be felt. I n t he southern part south winds prevail from October to May, and
north winds t he rest of the year; in the northerly portions of the sea the wind is
N
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usually from the north. So long as t he steamer is head to the wind the heat is less
felt. But this trying weather is soon past, thanks to the speed of the modern
passenger steamer. In the old sailing ship days it was held that for" six months out of
the year you cannot get into the Red Sea, and during the other six months you
cannot get out of it owing to the prevailing winds." But the steamer mocks at the
wind, and carries the passenger from Suez to P erim in four or five days at most. T hus
is restored to this historic sea the traffic with which it was enlivened at a period
anterior to sailing ships, when vessels were classed by the number of t heir oars; by
the man power of t heir motive force as now by t he "horse-power."
?{ e,·er exceeding 1 80 miles in widt h, t he navigation of this strange inlet from the
Indian Ocean has a lways been accounted difficult and dangerous owing to t he
number of low islands and coral reefs which line the shores. The. central channel is
generally very deep.
The Red Sea is known to the Arabs as the Bahr Maleh, or Salt Sea. It has a
coast line of about 3,000 miles, and yet not one single river flows into it. T he
entrance, at the Straits of Babu'! Mandib, is only fourteen miles in width, and in
consequence there is a great inflow of "fresh" salt water from the Indian Ocean, to
balance the great evaporation always proceeding. It has been calculated that but for
this continuous supply the level of the sea, by evaporation alone, would fall twenty
three feet per annum. It would seem then that if the entrance were blocked for a
hundred years, the bed of the Red Sea would be turned into one huge mass of salt.
The water is said to have reached a temperature of over 100° Fahrenheit. I n the
main part of the Red Sea the tide seldom rises more than two or three feet .
This "mare r11br11111 " of the Romans was a lso the sea of Edom, which, being
interpreted, means "Red," but it was the Salt Sea of the Arabs and the Weedy Sea of
the Hebrews. Its waters are blue; and though there is much red coral, there
is hardly sufficient to generalise appearances. At times quantities of oscillatorire
give a red hue to the water. It seems, however, more probable that Edom supplies
us with the right clue. The northern shores are composed greatly of red sandstone;
the whole atmospheric colourings are decidedly pink-and t he general blush of the
aspect probably led the first visitors from the north to retain fo r the sea that title
which appealed to the senses.
A run of eighty miles from Shadwan brings the steamer to the two small low
coral islets marked by a lighthouse known as the Brothers. The islets rise abruptly
from the bed of the Red Sea, a depth of 100 to 250 fathoms being fou nd around and
between them. To the westward of the Brothers lies Kosair, an Egyptian port at
the point where the :'.\ilc approaches nearest to the Red Sea, the caravan journey taking
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four days. H ere the Indian contingent of Sir R. Abercromby's expedition landed in
1802-struggled across the desert, and so marched boldly down to Cairo. One
hundred miles from the Brothers, the lighthouse built on the Dredalus reef will be
passed. The reef is a coral patch over half-a-mile long, forming a sunken reef, with
very deep water all round. Nothing can be seen but the lighthouse standing like a
pillar in the sea. To the south-east of the Dredalus on the Arabian coast lies Zcmba
or Yembo, the port of Medina, from which it is, however, 130 miles distant.
Opposite to Zemba, on the Egyptian coast, is the ancient port of Berenice, in the
same latitude as the first cataract of the Nile, which lies some 150 miles inland.
About 170 miles south of Yembo lies Jiddah, the great pilgrim port of Mecca. On the
Egyptian side, south-west of J iddah, is Sawakin the port of Upper Egypt. South of
Sawakin the great main channel is narrowed by the extensive coral banks and low
archipelagos of Farisan on the cast, and Dahalak on the west ; behind that of
Dahalak lies the island of Massowah and the port of Annesley Bay-the scene of the
Abyssinian expedition in 1867, when England spent no less than £6,000,000 to
uphold respect for her flag in savage countries. The Egyptian Government
exercises dominion over the coast line; but the back country belongs to the
mountainous kingdom of Abyssinia, ruled over by a primitive Christian people.
Magdaia, the capital, is situated at an elevation of over 9,000 feet above the
Red Sea. The Italians occupy l\!assowah, no one knows why.
The volcano of J ebel Tair, or the Hill of Birds, is next passed, a brown cone goo
feet above the sea. The Arabs of Muscat call it J ebel Dokan, or the hill of smoke,
but none has been seen to issue from it for some years. I t was ascended in 1837 by
Major Leveson.
Southward of Jebel Tair lie the Zebayir islands, a rugged barren group about
thirteen miles long, visited occasionally by fishermen from Kamaran on the Arabian
coast; south of them again lie the J ebel Zukur and H anish islands, a volcanic
group with rocky eminences in fancifu l shapes, strewn with sandy coloured earth and
ashes a nd pieces of sharp rock. ·wood is found in some of the valleys. Arab
fishermen resort here between February and June when they lay in ca rgoes of sharks'
fins and turtle. The peak of Jebcl Zukur is over 2,000 feet high . Forty miles
southward stands the little island of Perim guarding the entrance to the Red Sea. Sir
F rederic Goldsrnid supplies the following interesting notice of Perim , Aden, and other
places in or near the entrance of the Red Sea:
" In the Straits of Babu'! l\Iandib (the Gate of T ears), a mile and a half from
the Arabian and eleven miles from the Afri can coast, is the I sland of Perim, latitude
12° 40!-' N ., longitude 43° 23' E., held by a small detachment of British troops
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furnished from Aden. Its area is about seven square miles, and it contains barely
250 inhabitants, including the garrison. Long low ranges of hills and salt sandy
plains are the distinguishing physical features. The formation is volcanic, a nd the
igneous rocks are covered with a layer of mud described in the official records as
from two to six feet in depth, above which is another layer of loose boulders, or
masses of black vesicular lava, in some places so thick as to resemble a rude
pavement. Altamont, the highest point in t he island, selected for the display of a
flagstaff, is 214 feet above the sea-level.
Perim was taken possession of by the East India Company in 1799, a time
when her soldiers were engaged in suppressing the power of Tippfa Sahib, and the
French occupation of Egypt rendered probable an attempt of French interference by
despatch of troops from the Red Sea. It was abandoned in 1801, as strategically
u nfit for protective purposes. When Captain H aines reported on it in 1839, he
noted a good harbour on the south-west, with an entrance half a mile wide, where
were a tank and the ' rums of a rudely-constructed pier-traces of the British
occupation.' This has been found to possess great nat ural advantages, and being
almost surrounded by hills, affords safe a nchorage for ships at all seasons. In
1857 Perim was again occupied by order of the Indian Government, and in 1861
a lighthouse erected on it for faci litating the navigation of t he straits by the many
steamers passing to and fro between Suez and the seas to the eastward. In 1885
it was made a signal and telegraph station from which vessels could be reported
home. Thus, owing to the convenient distance between the two places, a homewa rd
bound shi p passing Aden at night, could notify its progress from Perim at daylight.
Barren in respect of grain and earth products, Perim is subject to drought also, and
a condensing apparatus has been found the more suitable means of supplying the
want of drinking water. Upon the whole, however, the advantage of the position
to England is great, both in a political and commercial sense.
Kamaran, another small island in the Reel Sea, some 200 miles higher up than
Perim, was occupied by the British Government in 1858. It is about twelve miles
long, and from two to four broad ; but, except as a cable station for the telegraph
or as a maritime depot, it is comparatively of little value, and owns a scant
population. , vhen Albuquerque was forced to retreat from Aden in 1513, and
failed in his attempt to find help at l\Iokha, he proceeded to Kamaran for the
so-called winter.
i\locha, or 1fokha, longitude 43° 201 E., latitude 13° 19' N., on the main land
of Arabia, is also north of P enm , but nearer Aden than Kamaran. Once a place
of considerable note, if it cannot be quite identified with the old Musa of the
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Periplus, the sites of the two towns could not have been very far apart. But ,ts
importance has much diminished in modern times. At the commencement of the
eighteenth century it is said to have had a population of 10,000; and this is
reported by Niebuhr to have increased some fifty years later. Another fifty years
later-in 1806-Lord Valentia found it an imposing port, with two castles, minarets,
and lofty buildings ; but the population had decreased to 5,000. Now it is little
better than a village; its reputation as the principal port of Yemen resting upon
the high quality of the coffee exported, but not from there or, as a rule, anywhere
near the sea. The greater part of the 'Mokha' commerce comes from Hodeidah,
some miles higher up the coast, a port with a population of 25,000 to 301 000, whence
there is a road of 140 miles to Sanaa, the capital of Yemen, through a tract rich
in coffee plantations.
Following the coast line to the eastward from Perim, the traveller soon
reaches the Indian Gibraltar-a term commonly, and not inappropriately, applied
to Aden, latitude 12° 47' N., longitude 54° 10' E. The Peninsula bearing this latter
name, situated on the south-east coast of Arabia, about ninety miles from the
entrance to the Red Sea at Babu'! Mandib, originally formed part of the large
province of Yemen (Arabia Felix), but has for nearly half a century been included
in British territory under the immediate control of the Government of Bombay.
Jebel Hasan (Little Aden), an adjoining peninsula, together with the harbour,
are also within British limits.
The whole area is estimated at thirty- five
square miles, and the population at not less than 20,000 souls, exclusive of
garrison.
Aden is described, in the instructive record of the Political Officer,* as a
' large crater formed of lofty, precipitous hills,' of which the highest peak is reckoned
at 1,775 feet. These, 'on the exterior sides, slope towards the sea, throwing out
numerous spurs which form a series of valleys radiating from a common centre.
At one point there is a gap supposed to be the result of some convulsion of nature.
The peninsula is connected with the Arabian continent on the north side by a
narrow neck of land partially covered, at high spring tides, by the sea. But a
causeway and aqueduct, which supplement, as it were, the natural isthmus, are
always above water.
The town and part of the military cantonment are within the crater. Stone
and mud buildings, of which some are double-storied, constitute the former. In the
• An Account of the British settlement of Aden, compiled by Capt. F. M. Hunter, Bombay
Staff Corps, Assist, Pol. Resident, 18,7.
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latter are barracks and mess-houses ; but t he most important construction is the
Court House and Treasury Office.
Passengers arriving at Aden by steamer a re usually landed at one of the
piers in the harbour north-west of the town. In the vicinity are shops and hotels,
some public buildings, and the residences of consuls. At Steamer Point there is
a crescent called after 11.R.H. the Prince of Wales, who visited the spot in 1875.
H ere are both double- and treble-storied hJuses, and behind these, streets reaching
to the hillside. On a spur of the hills stretching from the interior a re barracks,
a hospital, and the offices and abodes of the harbour master and agents of maritime
companies. There is the small church, a post-office, and further to the south
west ward a headland on which a re seen the Residency, with mess-house and
quarters of the officers of the Royal Artillery. The designation ' Point,' it should
be stated, has a wide signification, and includes any inhabited part of Steamer Point.
It takes from ten to twelve minutes only to land from the steamers at the post-office
pier, which is broad and sheltered. Not the least interesting of the objects to be
noticed in Aden are the water tanks, the character of which, both as regards original
construction and the additions in more recent days, at once displays the vital
importance that has been attached to providing a water supply in a region such
as this. Now that condensers have rendered available the vast ocean itself to
quench the thirst of man and serve the many purposes of fresh water to the civilized
world, the storage of rain is comparatively of less immediate urgency t han
heretofore ; but with a large and increasing population, in a hot, dry climate, the
value of reservoirs is undeniable-and those of Aden have a n exceptional claim to
notice from an artistic as well as utilitarian point of view.
It has been stated that t here are about fifty tanks in Aden, which, if entirely
cleared out, would have an aggregate capacity of nearly 30,000,000 imperial gallons.
The date of the original construction of these is carried back to the second Persian
invasion of Yemen in A.O. 600. Many were apparently in fair preservation at the
t ime of the British occupation, but it was not until 1856 that steps were taken to
restore them in a manner commensurate with their practical importance. In twenty
years thirteen had been completed, capable of holding 7,718,630 gallons of water- 
little more than a quarter of the ancient computation, but still a respectable supply.
The descent of the rain water from the precipitous hills-on the outer or western
side direct to the sea through long, narrow valleys; on the inner or eastern side
over a table land, through numerous ravines, converging into one valley only-first
suggeste<l, it is presumed, the collection and storage of so precious an element, and
reservoirs were the natural means employed fo r this particular purpose. These,
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again to quote the official report, 'are extremely fantastic in their shapes; some
are formed by a dyke built across the gorge of a valley; in others, the soil in front
of a re-entering angle on the hill has been removed, and a salient angle or cur\'e of
masonry built in fron t of it; while every feature of the adjacent rocks has been taken
advantage of, and connected by small aqueducts to ensure no water being lost.
The overflow of one tank has been conducted into the succeeding one, and thus a
complete chain formed reaching to the town.'
Much of speculative history has been written connecting Yemen and its
people with the Kushite race in the early Biblical ages, a nd, in process of time,
with the Sabreans and Himyarites. Michaelis was in favour of identifying Aden
with the Eden of Ezekiel (xxvii. 23). It is certain that the historian, Agat harchides
(B.C. 14.6-77) refers to the trade between that place and the Indus, and Aden of
Arabia Endremen (Felix) is noted in t he Periplus (A.D. 80-90) as the great
emporium of I ndian commerce. In the fourth century of the Christian Era it
is mentioned as the locality of a church erected by the Christian Embassy of
Constantius, son of the Emperor Constantine; but its later history is more or
less absorbed in the chronicles of Yemen, a province at one time Abyssinian,
at another Persian, at another dependent on the Khalifs, and for centuries a
bone of contention to successive local imams or sultans, Portuguese, Turks,
and Egyptians. During the second quarter of the present century, England had
occasion to demand from the Arab authorities of the day satisfaction for injuries
to her Indian subjects; when, owing to failure of negotiations, and treacherous
behaviour on the part of the Sultan's son, the port was bombarded and seized
by a combined naval and military force, a nd in J anuary, 1839, it became a possession
of the British crown. This was the first accession of territory recorded in the
reign of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria. In 1850 it was declared a free port; and
the immense development of its trade under its new governors is a matter of
sincere congratulation. \ Ve arc authoritatively told that it not only now form s
'the great seat of the Arabian trade with Africa, but an en/ reprit and place of
t ranshipment for an ever-increasing European and Asiatic commerce.' And it
is, moreover, on record that during the first six years of British rule in Aden, the
population more than trebled itself, and the trade rose from under £100,000 per
annum to £3,456,063, it having been doubled by the opening of the Suez Can.ii.
A Political Resident, who is sometimes also Military Commandant, presides ove r
the settlement. He has t wo assistants and a Cantonment magistrate to perform
the requisite revenue, judicial, and all administrative duties. There is a Brigadier
General to command the ~arrison, which consists of artiller;·, British and nat1v~
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(Indians) infantry, native sappers and miners, and a troop of native cavalry raised
for service in the Peninsula, to which mounted (on camel) Arabs are attached.
There is also a police force under European inspectors.
As a military station Aden can hardly be considered popula r. Its local
attractions are rather for the visitor than fo r the resident, and its climate, if not
comparatively unhealthy, is trying to many. But its physical feat ures present a
tempti ng study to the professional enginee~, and its geographical position renders
it of considerable interest to the Arabic scholar and ethnologist. The former
involves a large system of land fortification, and the general defences of the isthmus,
connected by a tunnel with the crater; and the disposition seaward, of martello
towers, batteries and minor works: the latter embraces the consideration of a
constant immigration of Yemeni and other Arabs from the interior, and Somalis
and other Africans by water.
Those again to whom a professional I ndian career means exile and banishment,
will prefer Aden to most stations in India proper from its proximity to Europe
a nd ' half-way-house' suggestions: and the contemplation of the many mis-called
' overland' passengers passing to and fro, will be to them a pleasing exchange
from the monotonous routine of an ordinary cantonment.
S0kotra, (between latitude 12° rg' and r2° 421 N ., and longitude 53° 20' and
55° 2' E.) is situated within r50 miles east of Cape Guardafui, and is in t he
direct route of ships passing to and fro between the Red Sea and India, or
countries east a nd south of the Indian seas. In area it is barely 1,600 miles, the
length (82 miles) being reckoned not less than fou r times the breadth. Known
to Ptolemy as the I nsula Dioscoridis-Sanskrit, Dirpa Sakh,,ditra, or 'island of
the abode of bliss,' described in the r3th century by Marco P olo, who certified
to the Christianity of its inhabitants, taken possession of by Al buquerque and his
lieutenants in r507; subsequently reverting to the Shaikh of the Mahra, but in
later years invaded by Turks and \,Yahilbis ; it became a question whether England
should not occupy it in 1800, when the French army was in Egypt. There was,
indeed, a temporary occupation by two companies of Bombay Native Infantry
in 1835, of which little appears to have been generally known ; but the careful
exploration of the island in the previous year by Lieutenant Wellsted, I.N., had
practically anticipated all lurther geographical research there, and in r 876 it wa~
considered that British interests were sufficiently secured by a treaty with the
local sultan who, retaining his rights of ownership, accepted the position of sub
sidised Feudatory of H.M. Government.*
• In 1887 the territory was formally annc:'(ed io
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SOKOTR A.
Later writers on Sokotra refer to \Vellsted as 'the only European who has
explored the interior,' but admit t heir indebtedness also to French, German, and
Portuguese a uthorities. It is described generally as a table-land, varying from
700 to 1 ,goo feet in height, resting on hills of limestone. ' A granitic range on
the North, with scant vegetation of any kind, attains in places a height of 4,600
feet, and is varied by porphyry and other igneous rocks. The plains are for the
most part sanely, and sterility is the prevailing characteristic; but across the
table-land a re valleys of extraordinary fertility.' Tamarida, t he capital, a coasting
station for British vessels in t he earlier days of steam transport, consists chiefly
of uninhabited houses, its whole population being limited to 100. Beni, in the
immediate neighbourhood, is mentioned as ' the head quarters of a large
population of Arabs and Bedouins.' T wo other places, Kat hub and Gollonsir,
are also considered worthy of note ; the former is about six and the latter
about t hirty-five miles west of Tamaricla ; all are on t he northern coast.
T here is no harbour in the island affording protection from a ll winds ;
but fair anchorages are available at particular seasons. For t he period of
the nort h-east monsoon t he bays of Gollonsir and Shaab, Ghubbet Neh and
Bandar R'dresseh are recommended ; for the south-west monsoon, Bandars
Garrieh a nd Delishi-especially t he lat ter - Tamaric!a and , better still, t he bay
of Kathub.
It seems an undoubted fa ct that Sokotra would be rendered more productive
and fl ourishing if it possessed a more energetic and enlightened population. As
regards the existence of its Christianity, alleged by l\Iarco Polo, and corroborated
by writers for t hree centuries later, among them the illustrious Francis Xavier,
it must have terminated in the course of the sixteenth century, when the Moorish
must h ave displaced the Christian element in the insular community. No
evidence to the contrary is forthcoming after 1700; and no t races of Christian
churches were found by \ Vellsted in comparatively recent years. T he Sokotra
Christians are supposed to have been Jacobites, like many in Asiatic Turkey and
other pa rts of t he East.
E ast ward of Aden extends the long line of coast forming the sea frontier of the
large but little known H adhramaut, of which the principal port is M ukalla. Further
to the east again, a nd with a sea-front running N .E. and abruptly changing to t he
N.W. is the Province of 'Oman, in which are the ports of l\faskat, l\Iat rah, and
Sohar. T he first the head-quarters, or nom inal head-quarters o! the I mllm, is :i
romantic, though somewhat sombre spot, and possesses mosque and minaret, bazaar,
forts and, among its better class of buildings, a British Residency. It is situated at
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the extremity of a small cove, of horse-shoe shape, which forms the port, and is the
emporium of a large trade between Arabia, Persia, and India. If the streets a re
narrow and crowded, those who habitually move in them present picturesque fi gures
to the European stranger, and the traffic is genu ine and constant. The town is built
on a sandy beach, at the opening of an extensive pass into the interior, and on this
side of the harbour is the landing place. There is deep water at the foot of t he
abrupt hills and rocks which flank and ovPrhang the anchorage.
Owing to the
confined position of l\!askat the heat in summer is inten se. Cape Masandim, t he
most northerly point of 'Oman, marks the narrowest passage into the Persian Gulf,
and on the coast immediately opposite is the Persian port of Bandar Abbas, a short
distance to the S.E . of which is t he island of H orm uz. T he latter is of sufficient
general repute to be briefly noticed."
As one of the ships of t his line is named t he Om111z--(described above in
Chapter One)-Sir Frederic Goldsmid, who has visited the Persian Gulf, has added
to his notes on the western coast the following account of this a ncient emporium of
the cast:
" Hormuz-commonly written Ormuz-is about twelve miles in circumference,
a nd rather more than fou r across ; presenting to the eye of a visitor from without a
mass of hills from three to four- hundred feet in height, covered with an incrustation
of salt, amid which are seen higher peaks of pale rock, sharp in outline and pre
cipitous, one, the most central, rising to seven -hundred feet.
T owards the northern end of the island is a modem village, near the supposed
site of the old Arab city of which a minaret of brick, faced with glazed tiles, about
seventy feet in height, still remains. Few other vestiges of a populous resort arc
here to be found ; nor is there any substantial relic apparent on which to support the
t heory of ancient grandeur? At some little distance, however, there are Arab tombs
not without interest, or architectural and historical monuments. l\!ilton must have
given currency to a prevailing notion in the commencement of the 17th century when
he coupled H ormuz with India as a region typical of wealth;* and the same prestige

J>arnclise L ost Book II:
'

1

I ligh on a throne of royal state, which far
Outshone the wealth of Ormus and of Ind,
Or where the gorgeous East with richest hand
Showers on her kings barbaric, pearl and gold,

Satan exalted sat-...."
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may have attracted European ships towards it during two centuries preceding. But it
is difficult to believe the historian's assertion that the city built by the Portuguese in
comparatively modern times became 'one of the greatest seats in the east for
splendour and luxury.' At the extreme north, and covering the Arab-village and
minaret is an old Portuguese F ort held by a few soldiers on hehalf of the governor
of Bandar Abbas.
It was separated from the main island by a moat originally crossed by a bridge.
Immediately south of the minaret is the supposed site of the Portuguese town, of
which the foundations of houses along the sea-shore, and a ruined outwork present
some kind of indication. Southward again are the traces of old water cisterns, and
it is believed that the ancient city extended to a considerable distance along the plain,
in this direction. Here to the west a re the ruins of the Mohammedan l\Iausolea,
while in the south-east of the island is the ruin of the Turrur Bagh, the abode of
Turrur Shah, who ruled in Hormuz in 1347-78.
Old (or the original) Hormuz, founded by Ardashir Babigan, or by Arabs during
his reign , occupied, in all probability, the site of Harmozia, a city and capital of a
kingdom at the mouth of the Anamis (now Minab river), visited in about 325 B.C.
by Nearchus. Its position would thus be on the mainland, east of the island. L ocal
h istory tells of fifteen kings there, the last of whom flourished in the beginning of the
14th century, and was driven by invasions from the interior to find a capital less
accessible to an enemy. He fi rst sought refuge in the neighbouring Kishm, but
afterwards transferred his domicile to the present H ormuz. \Vars with other inland
potentates ensued-and eventually possession of the place was obtained by the
Portuguese."
The natives of Aden and the opposite coast-the Somalis-are physically a fine
Arab race; and their vigour is seen in the pace at which they row the visitor ashore.
Here also, as in many ports in tropical latitudes, the natives surround the ship and
dive for coins thrown overboard-a far easier operation than it firs t appears-for the
flat disc sinks very slowly. The passenger will note with curiosity the fact that these
divers have apparently no fear of sharks-indeed, occasionally, human being and
shark may be seen under water in close proximity.
F rom Aden vendors of a variety of goods crowd ofT and display their wares
on deck. It is needless to remind intending purchasers that the price asked is
but little indication of what will be finally accepted. It may be worth while
noticing that the wily merchant intends to take back with him ashore a certain
sum in exchange fo r his goods, therefore if he makes some good bargains at
fi rst he will often be fou nd ready just before the steamer sails to part with the
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remainder of his goods at really cheap prices. Maribou trimmings are a specialty
of Aden.
The steamer's course now lies fo r the western end of Socotra and Cape
Guardafui, distant 376 miles from Aden. Cape Guardafui, also called Ras Asir, the
north eastern point of Africa is a precipitous rocky cape goo feet high, frequently
enveloped in thick haze rendering a correct estimation of its distance a difficult
matter. In the south-west monsoon this haze combined with the fierce movements
in wind and water around this cape, make it a point unpleasant to sailors. From'
the end of 1876 to July, 1882, there were ten casualties near the Cape. They occurred
chiefly during the period of the S.W. monsoon, April to September. In th is season
the weather is stormy, the currents are strong, and the land is generally obscured by
a thick haze, which is thicker in the lower strata.
The similarity between the outlines of the headlands of Ras Jered Hafun , twelve·
miles south of Cape Guardafui, and that Cape, from which it is separated by a broad
sandy plain, is a fertile source of disaster. In hazy weather at night the steep fall of
J ered Hafun is dimly seen, a nd when this bears south of west, if Guardafui is not
sighted, as is often the case, the navigator fancies he has rounded it already, and
steers to the westward into the low bay of Wadi T ohum.
In the channel between Guardafui and Socotra Arab dhows may oft en be seen,
and thoughts will revert to the liberal support given by England to the suppressior, of
the slave trade, simply in the interests of humanity and of sympathetic kindness to
the various native races of Africa that have h itherto been the victims of this nefarious
traffic. Rounding Cape Guardafui brings the steamer into the Indian Ocean, and
the course is shaped for Australia. If this happens between November and March, or
in the north-east monsoon, the new ocean will be pronounced delightful; a clear sky
with a pleasant moderate breeze putting every one in a good humour. If, however,
the Indian Ocean is entered between May and September, when the thick weather
and fierce winds of the south-west monsoon prevail, irritable tempers will be a little
tried (see chapter XV, p. 273, "Weather at Sea"). A comprehensive table is given
~howing the course and nature of the monsoons in the severa l regions of the Indian
Ocean in the Passenger's Track, \Vind, and Current Chart, Consulting these a
fai r idea may be formed of the wind and weather that will be experienced in
crossing the Indian Ocean.
Colombo, on the southern coast of Ceylon, is touched at by many of the vessels
of the Orient Line. Here the passenger may decide for himself as to the "spicy
breezes" celebrated in Bishop Heber's hymn; and will certainly enjoy the glimpse
afforded him of tropical vegetation under the most favourable circumstances. Until
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lately Point de Galle used to be the principal port of call for mail steamers.
But the fine breakwater now finished renders Colombo the best harbour on
the Ceylon coast, and it has rapidly increased in size and importance, and has added
to the objects of interest it always presented to the visitor. The railways of which
it is the terminus, open out a larger area of neighbourhood for the enjoyment of
those making only a short stay, and a ltogether the place has changed so much that
travellers who landed there eight or ten years ago hardly recognise it. Kandy is
easily reached, and the most splendid scenery may be viewed from the railway. The
Botanical Gardens at Beradunyia are among the finest in the world.
Colombo is the capital of Ceylon, and had a population in 1885 , of 120,000, which
has increased since. Considering that it is only some five and a half degrees north of
the line, the climate is marvellously temperate and healthy; but, the weather is very
hot as a rule in March, April and May. The distance from Aden is 2, 104 miles.
The steamships used to call at Diego Garcia, one of the Chagos Archipelago,
1,709 miles from Cape Guardafui. This extensive cluster of coral islands lies on a
bee line from Aden to Cape Leeuwin. The Company leased some land, buoyed the
harbour, persuaded the Admiralty to survey it, and otherwise provided for its safe
navigation. It forms a cocoa-nut plantation, d ivided a mong three Mauritius
Planting Companies. Under European superintendence, black labour produces an
annually increasing output of cocoa-nut oil, amounting now to about 150,000 gallons.
The soil is poor, and the water brackish; but fish is abundant, and poultry a nd pigs
are pientiful. Swarms of rats inhabit the cocoa-nut trees and levy a heavy tax upon
their produce. Land-crabs, turtles, and birds, once a marked feature of the
group, are rapidly dwindling in numbers. The climate is remarkably healthy for
the, tropics, and would be agreeable but for the mosquitoes and other noxious
insects . The temperature rarely exceeds the few degrees of "play" between 77°
and 85° Fahrenheit.
Diego Garcia, which is a very typical example of a coral "atoll ," formed by a
narrow wall of coral surrounding a central lagoon, is thirteen miles in length, and
about eight miles in extreme breadth; the entrance to the lagoon being little over one
mile in width. The coral wall is generally from three to four, and nowhere more than
six feet above high water; but the trees with which it is covered attain in several
places a height of 150 feet, causing the island to be visible at a distance of ten
miles. A steep coral reef on which the sea breaks heavily fringes the outside coast
of the island and renders landing impracticable.
As the ship passes by, several of these curious islands may be sighted, but it
often happens that not one is visible. They are all very low, and the palms with
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which they are covered seem to rise from t he s urface of the ocean. The coral
" insects" build by separating the particles of carbonate of lime from the salt water
a nd forming them into an agglutinated mass : each generation growing up upon t he
lime leavings of its ancestors. Occasionally coral is formed round a n island that is
"subsiding." As such islands gradually decrease in circum ference, and as the cora l
continues to rise perpendicularly on its original fo undations, a ring of coral is formed
around the ultimate peak of the subsiding :stand, and we have what is termed a n
atoll. A remarkable featu re of t hese atolls is their generally horseshoe shape, with
t he opening to leeward of the prevailing winds. This is probably due to the general
drift of water providing fresh lime to windward, whereas t he water which passes to
leeward, has, so to speak, been sieved of its lime.
T he Chagos Islands form , with t he t hirty Seychelles, a Dependency of Mauritius.
They arc the home of t he curious double cocoa-nuts, which before the discovery of
t hese islands, had only been found drifting on the water, and were consequently
declared to be of sea growth.
A run of 3,197 miles from Colombo brings the steamer in sight of Cape
Leeuwin, the south-west point of Australia, and the beginning of t he end is attained.
Cape Lceuwin (Lioness), so named by the captain of t he Dutch ship L eeuwin, in
1622, is a small round headland fronted by reefs, only forty-three feet high; the land
north-east of it, however, rises abruptly to nearly 500 feet, and is visible thirty
miles ofT.
From Cape Leeuwin to King George's Sound, the distance is 158 miles. The
coast line is barren but picturesque and of basaltic format ion , some of t he capes
rising perpendicularly from the sea. T he views as you approach are very fine,
t hough the highest, Ca,·e Point, is not more than 700 feet high. Keeping Breaksea,
where there is a lighthouse, on the starboard side, and watching as you pass t he
curious effect of the waves breaking into deep caverns and "blowing," like a whale,
at the very top of the clifT, you can make out t he opening of P rincess Royal
Harbour, and some higher ranges of mountains fu rther inland, one of which--a long
way off-called 13luff Knoll, rises to 3,640 feet. Both on t he right and on the left ,
as the vessel approaches the entrance, basaltic columns are to be seen, and a
geologist, ,, hen he views the great natural harbour within, is very likely to speculate
as to submerged craters, and to t hink of l\lessina, and other places of t he kind.
Once well alcingside Brcaksea, you are in anchorage, and within the Sound, com
paratively safe from the mountainous waves which come up with a south-east wind
direct from the Antarctic P ole. The Sound is well marked out wit h islets and rocks,
some of which strangely resemble the castles and towers of the old country, and
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rise in placer; more than a t housand feet above the sea. Few vessels are e,·cr moored
in the Sound. The harbour is too tempting. As we pass in, the natural strait
being only a few hundred yards wide, we find ourselves in a nother world . \,\'e have
been contemplating the brown, rugged back of the scenery. Now, we are surrou nded
by great hills-the greenest we shall see in Australia-and across the two miles of
blue water which the harbour encloses, are natural woods creeping up the hill to t he
south-westward, and only ceasing when they reach the seaward edge of the granite
cliff. The little town-or, as Australians always say, township-of Albany, is on
our right, a nd straight before us a wide valley slopes upward, till it is lost in the blue
distance about \Villyamp and the Porongorup Range. Long before these mountains
are reached the traveller will have left the little oasis round Princess Royal Harbour
far behind, and a wide stretch of yellow desert intervenes between Albany and the
next "township" on the road to Perth, the capital of the Colony. A railway has
been made, but the 260 miles are in many places a lmost barren and devoid of
inhabitants, while Albany itself cannot boast of a population which greatly exceeds
a t housand. The steamers come with the mails once a week, and call a lso on the
homeward voyage. There is a long wooden pier, close to which the largest ships
may tie up or anchor, and the few streets, surrounded by the flowery gardens of many
charming villas, may be seen at very close quarters without landing. But it is well
worth while to stay a few days, if possible, as the princes did in the Baccluwte, and as
Lord Brassey did the other clay in his yacht, the S11,.bca111. The easily defended
character of the place, which the lamented Sir Peter Scratchley termed "the key of
Australia," but which might even more appropriately be called its lock-a lock which
in its present condition, any warlike key might open,-is very plainly visible.
Albany will certainly be a town of importance before long. It has been proposed as
the meeting place of the congress of the federated colonies; it is admirably suited
from its climate for a sanitarium for India and for other parts of Australia; and
above all it is a military and naval position which might be rendered as impregnable
as Gibraltar at a comparatively nominal cost.
From this, the first point of Australia touched, we go on to Adelaide, l\Jelbourne
and Sydney, under the guidance of l\Jr. H. E. Watts, formerly editor of the
Melbourne Argus- Before entering upon his account of Australia we may en
deavour, in the next two chapters to study nature and science at sea.
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